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SPORTS

Fake quake rocks
emergency crews
•Local drill
hones response
Jazz, Knicks
pull sweeps in
NBA playoffs
Page 8
LOCAL

Baskin-Robbins
cup found in
suspect's car
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Whitfield County, Ga. authorities found a BaskinRobbins cup in the Corvette
that Jerry Shelley Jr. was driving Saturday, according to a
published report.
The Chattanooga Times reported that authorities found
the cup after they arrested
Shelley on Saturday on burglary and theft charges.
Shelley is one of three men
Clarksville police and Tennessee Bureau of Investigation officials want to question about
last week's slayings of two
Clarksville Baskin-Robbins
employees.
Michelle Mace, 16, and
Angela Holmes, 21, were abducted last Wednesday night
as they closed the BaskinRobbins ice cream parlor here,
about 40 miles northwest of
Nashville.

Vandals create
problem for
county cable
Last Saturday afternoon cable
service to more than 800 Cablevision customers was interrupted
for more than three hours due to
vandalism.
Once the interruption was reported, investigation led Cablevision representatives to find
evidence indicating that the
cable lines in the Squire Holland
Road area off of Hwy. 641 had
been shot several times by a 22
caliber rifle.
Cablevision is working with
the Crime Stoppers and they are
jointly offering a $750 reward
for information.
If anyone has any information
regarding the vandalism, to
please report it to the Calloway
County Sheriff's office or Crime
Stoppers as soon as possible.

WEATHER
Tonight...Becoming partly
cloudy. Low 50 to 55. South
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday...Mostly cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of
Thunderstorms. High 75 to 80.
Southwest wind increasing to
15 to 25 mph.
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By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Last night Calloway County experienced
an earthquake that left people trapped in
the rubble of collapsed and burning
buildings.
This was the scenario given to
emergency personnel Monday during a
countywide mock disaster drill.
At 6 p.m., city and county emergency
personnel and government officials
gathered at the Martha Layne Collins
building on the campus of Murray State
University at what's called the EOC, or the
Emergency Operations Center.
The EOC is a mobile command center
where officials coordinate emergency personnel in the event of a disaster.
"What we're looking at with this drill is
the ability of the community to manage
what resources they have available in the
face of a disaster," said Jeff Steen, of
MSU's department of occupational safety
and health.
Steen wrote Thursday's disaster scenario
several weeks ago, but kept it a guarded
secret until moments before the drill.
"We have no idea what's going to happen or what kind of disaster we're going to
have," said Peggy Billington of the
Murray-Calloway County Red Cross.
In an effort to make the scenario as real

as possible for emergency personnel, Steen
enlisted the help of about 30 MSU students
who became instant victims.
Steen had people trapped in several
buildings around the county with various
injuries. Some were placed underneath objects totally out of sight. Some were told to
be conscious and some unconscious.
"The ones that are conscious can call out
for help when they hear people in the
building. The unconscious ones are not
supposed to move or make a sound.
They've been told what to tell rescuers about their injuries when they are found,"
Steen said.
Coordinators of the drill even used a
smoke machine to fill two floors of MSU's
Woods Hall with a simulated fire.
When they arrived, emergency personnel
were told that several students were unaccounted for and possibly trapped inside the
burning building. It was then up to rescuers
to find the students inside the smoky
building.
"We found some of them inside closets.
Some of them were just inside the rooms
on the floor," a Murray firefighter told the
Ledger.
Steen had evaluators at each site where
rescuers were to respond. They videotaped
the efforts and proceedures of emergency
personnel to be used during a critique held
at the end of the drill.
The mock disaster serves several purposes, according to one of the events evaIII See Pogo 2

JIM MAHANES/Ledger & Times photo

Members of the Murray Fire Department carry a student pretending to be injured out
of Woods Hall Monday during a mock disaster drill.

Curd ready
for next week's
Patton takes case to UK faculty legislative hearing

Warm Welcome

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky
does not need its community
colleges to retain its political
strength, but it does need to
exert itself as the state's leading academic force, Gov. Paul
Patton told a remarkably receptive faculty audience.
Patton also told the UK University Senate that the opportunity for real progress in
higher education in Kentucky
is at hand and may not come
again.
The governor made his case

for overhauling higher education, including the extremely
sensitive topic of separating
UK from its community colleges, and was peppered with
questions from the facultydominated group for nearly 90
minutes.
Only one faculty member
appeared hostile, while others
probed Patton for his hopes for
UK as a leading research university and the reasoning behind his approach.
He was surprisingly wellreceived Monday on the matter
of community colleges.
"The functions of a corn-

munity college, and needs of a
community college are so different that there is no logic for
them to be jointly administered." Patton said to applause
from the packed lecture hall.
UK President Charles
Wethington, with whom Patton
has sparred on the subject of
community colleges, sat silently while the governor made
his case.
"I think the session today
was a good one," Wethington
said later. "This did what a
university is supposed to do
O See Page 3

By SCOTT NANNEY
ings will provide representatives
Staff Writer
for both sides of the dispute
In preparation for the May 12 another opportunity to voice their
special sessions, a Kentucky Gen- concerns.
eral Assembly committee is set to
"The first couple of days will
hold a series of hearings to dis- be for the governor and both
cuss Gov. Paul Patton's plans for sides to talk about the proposal,"
higher education reform.
Curd told the Ledger Monday.
The hearings, scheduled for "The last day will be used for
May 5-8 in Frankfort, will be public hearings on the plan.
conducted by the Assembly's Everyone will have a chance to
Joint Interim Committee on
express themselves."
Education.
All members of the General
Rep. Freed Curd, D-Murray,
will serve as a co-chairman of the Assembly are being authorized to
committee along with Rep. Lindy attend the meeting.
Casebier of Louisville.
According to Curd, the hear- I See Page 3

Prints, truck axle
parts of evidence
in McVeigh trial
DENVER (AP) — Timothy
McVeigh's fingerprints were
found on a crumpled business
card that bore a handwritten note
to buy more explosives, an FBI
expert testified today in the Oklahoma City bombing trial.
The business card, from Paulsen Military Supply in Wisconsin, bears a handwritten notation:
"TNT at $5 a stick. Need more."
Louis Hupp, a supervisory
fingerprint specialist at FBI headquarters in Washington, D.C.,
gave the jurors a detailed description of how fingerprints can be
found on paper.
Hupp opened the trial's third
full day of testimony.
On Monday, moments after
jurors were dismissed for the day,
the piece of evidence that drives
the prosecution's case was
wheeled into court: the rear axle
from the Ryder truck that carried

the bomb.
Investigators using a vehicle
identification number on the axle
traced the truck to Elliott's Body
Shop in Junction City, Kan.
Employees there helped produce the sketch that led authorities to Timothy McVeigh, who is
on trial for the deadliest terrorist
act on U.S. soil.
Hupp also was expected to testify about fingerprints found on
anti-government literature found
in McVeigh's car after his arrest.
"We found fingerprints on
various items," Hupp said.
It was the literature that held
center stage Monday.
A sealed envelope found in
McVeigh's car was labeled with
the handwritten message, "Obey
the Constitution of the United
See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Leeiger & Tomes Ow)
STICKY PURCHASE: Susan Potts, a pan-time clerk with the city clerk's office, sells George Modes
a city sticker for his truck Monday. Stickers ere now on sal. at Murray City Hail. The last day for porcheslog them Is May 31.
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•McVeigh•••
FROM PAGE 1
States and we won't shoot you."
Inside were articles attacking
the federal government for the
raid on the Branch Davidian
compound near Waco, Texas, two
years before the April 1995
bombing, FBI agent William Eppnght III testified.
Prosecutors contend McVeigh
bombed the Alfred P. Murrah
Federal Building to avenge the
Waco raid. The 29-year-old Gulf

EARN
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ONE YEAR.
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CIIARCES APPLY.

War veteran could face the death
penalty if convicted of federal
murder and conspiracy charges in
the blast that killed 168 people
and injured more than 500.
The envelope also contained
quotations from Samuel Adams
and John Locke about the dangers of overzealous governments,
and a page from the racist novel
"The Turner Dianes." The page
included a passage about government bureaucrats: "We can still
find them and kill them," Eppright said.
Prosecutors claim McVeigh
used a bombing described in the
book as a blueprint for the Oklahoma attack.
Eppright also read a quotation
from Adams: "Where the government fears the people there is
liberty. When the people fear the
government there is tyranny."
Then he read a handwritten addition to the quote: "Maybe now,
there will be liberty."

pocket, a loaded handgun and a
knife, Hanger said. In a detailed
account of the chance arrest,
Hanger said McVeigh was
cooperative and appeared relaxed,
even offering an explanation of
where he had just been.
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Under cross-examination by
the defense, Eppright conceded
that some of the literature was
much less inflammatory. One of
the passages addressed guncontrol legislation: "I would
rather fight with pencil lead than
bullet lead."
The envelope was in
McVeigh's 1977 Mercury Marquis when he was pulled over for
a missing license plate 75 minutes after the bomb tore apart
the federal building at 9:02 a.m.,
Oklahoma Highway Patrol
Trooper Charlie Hanger told
jurors.

JIM MAHANES/Lodgor a Tim*. photo

Members of the Calloway County DES Rescue Squad administer emergency medical care to an injured
student found underneath the rubble of Murray State University's General Services Building. The student
was not actually injured but was part of a mock disaster drill in Calloway County Monday.

II Fake quake...
FROM PAGE 1
luators Jerry Mansfield. Mansfield is the emergency manager
of Lockhead Martin in Paducah
and former DES coordinator for
the region.
"In an event like this, many
agencies end up with responsibilities that cross over with other
agencies. Officials have to coordinate what agencies respond to
what situations.
"In drills like this, officials
learn cooperation and hone their
decision-making skills. It helps
them make the best decisions to
save life and property in the
event of an actual disaster," Mansfield said.
Mansfield viewed the local
EOC for the first time Thursday
and said he was very impressed
with the facility. He commended
the efforts of the drill's coordinators and said Calloway Countians
are lucky to have such a state-ofthe art facility.
"Most places have to set up in
any kind of building they can
find. You have an EOC here set
up in a building that is structurally sound with backup generators and communications. Not every city has such a facility," he
said.
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Billington said the drill is an
important part of community
preparadness.
"Nobody knows how much this
kind of drill helps the community," Billington said. "It gives us
practice. We (officials) get to
know each other and how to work
together in case this ever really
happens."
She said the state requires the
DES/Red Cross to hold one drill
each year.
Last year, officials gathered at
the EOC for a mock tornado disaster, which was held on a
smaller scale.

During that drill, officials sent
mock units to mock locations and
received calls for additional help
as would happen in a real
emergency.
Billington commended Steen
and the other volunteers that help
with the drills. She said their efforts are felt throughout the entire
community.
"We owe them all a great deal
of gratitude," she said. "The
greatest thing we get out of this
is learning where we are lacking
in our emergency response. To
put on a drill like this takes a lot
of effort because there is so much
to be done."

MPD captures fugitives
Acting on a tip received Monday afternoon, Murray police
captured two wanted fugitives
from Tennessee at a local motel.
According to MPD Capt.
Bobby Holmes, officers Mark
McCuiston and Rick Bucy arrested two men wanted for aggravated burglary by the Henry
County Sheriff's Department.
Daniel Lamb, 20, and Darren
Parsons, 23, both of Paris, were
arrested without incident about

2:30 p.m.
In addition to the Henry
County warrants, both men were
charged here with being fugitives
from justice.
Parsons and Lamb were taken
to the Calloway County Detention Center where they were held
without bond. They are expected
to appear in Calloway District
Court Tuesday and begin extradition preceedings back to Henry
County.
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II Patton...
FROM PAGE 1
today. It gave us an opportunity to hear from opposing
points of view."
From financial support to
moral and political commitment, faculty members sought
details of the idea behind making UK a top university. First,
though, Patton had some fairly
harsh words about the state of
higher education in Kentucky
generally.
He said Kentucky would be
lumped nationally with such
states as West Virginia, Arkansas, Louisiana and Missis-

sippi in terms of places where
higher education is not valued
among the populace. And he
said UK itself is not regarded
as a superior school.
He said there is now a waning opportunity to write into
law a pledge to make education beyond high school
important.
"If we don't make it today,
we will never make it," Patton
said.
Patton was even applauded
spontaneously for his opening
comment that he wants to
make UK a top 20 research

university.
The greeting was different
than the polite, restrained one
accorded Wethington a few
weeks ago when he spoke to
the senate about why UK was
fighting Patton, especially on
the topic of separating the
community colleges.
Wethington said there is no
contradiction between UK as a
leading research school and
the administrator of the 14
two-year schools sprinkled
across the state.
Patton bristled at one point
with a question that seemed to

II Legislative hearing...
FROM PAGE 1
Curd said each side will be allowed to speak, but warned that
the meeting would probably be
slanted.
"I expect it will be about what
I've heard all along," said Curd.
"I think the University of Kentucky will probably have more
than their share (of comments)
because of the location."
Both House and Senate leaders
see the hearings as a chance for
legislators to familiarize themselves with the details of the
plan.
"I felt it was important to use
the week of May 5 to May 12 to
begin the process of studying the
bill, taking testimony and debating the proposed legislation prior
to actually coming into the session," said Senate President Larry
Saunders in a press release from
the Kentucky House of
Representatives.
"This should shorten our time
in Frankfort by approximately a
week."
House Speaker Jody Richards
said legislative leaders should
know the truth before making a
decision of this magnitude.
"Not only will it allow us to
shorten the length of the Special
Session, saving the taxpayers money, but this will give members
of the public a good opportunity
to give their views of the Governor's reform plan," Richards said
in the release.
"It's important for every legislator to have all of the facts in
hand before deciding the future
of post-secondary education in
Kentucky."
The hearings, Curd said, will
likely only provide a forum for
the public.

"It may change the minds of a
few people, but I doubt that it
will change the committee's view
of this at all."
Murray State University President Dr. Kern Alexander said the
hearings are standard procedure
leading up to a special session.
"This is routine, I would surmise," Alexander said. "This is
what a committee would normally do."
Alexander said he would attend
the hearings, but had no plans of
making any statements.
"I don't anticipate giving any
testimony, but I certainly would
if the governor thought that it
would be beneficial," said
Alexander.
"It would be good if the governor would have outside people to
come in and speak to the committee - some who haven't been influenced by the state."
The public hearing, which will
be held in Room 149 of the Capitol Annex, will take testimony
from interested parties. Times to
submit testimony include Wednesday, May 7, between 10 a.m.
and 12 noon EST, 1 p.m. and 4
p.m. EST, and between 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m. EST.
On Thursday, May 8, testimony will be taken from 10 a.m.
to 12 noon EST and from 1 p.m.
to 3 p.m. EST. Speakers will be
given no more than 10 minutes.
Pre-registering for speakers can
calling
by
done
be
1-800-592-4399.
Also included in preparation
for the special sessions have been
meetings between Patton and legislative liaisons from the state's
eight universities.
MSU liaison Buddy Buckingham said the meetings have been

used as informational hearings
for Patton.
"Mainly, what we're doing is
to try and assess where our legislators stand on this issue," Buckingham told the Ledger. "Each legislative liaison is talking with
their legislators to try and furnish
support for Gov. Patton's plan."
According to Buckingham,
many members of the state legislature have received wrong information about Patton's plan.
"There has been a lack of information and a lot of misinformation being passed out," he explained. "The governor's plan
was just released in bill form last
week. It is the first time they (legislators) have had the opportunity to view the full plan. Some resistance has been there from an
emotional standpoint as much as
anything else."
Alexander said UK should take
the blame for the problems it has
created.
"All of this misunderstanding
and confusion has been caused by
the University of Kentucky's
misinformation campaign," he
said. "They have been sending
misinformation from the very
beginning."

imply that only the UK banner
gives the community colleges
any academic integrity and
that technical education was
somehow beneath the
university.
"I have no tolerance for
people who look down their
noses at technical education,"
Patton said.
He noted that he spent 20
years making a living in an industry where people got dirty
— coal mining.
Patton criticized the university for clinging to the community colleges for whatever
political clout they gathered,
but still neglecting them in financial and academic terms.
Patton said UK may actually
be overestimating its political

dinary efforts to build.
Patton said that %,.,Ras an example of UK's lack* of real influence on important topics.
"It's a serious problem that
the university ought to try to
understand and then try to do
something about," Patton said.

influence.
History professor David Hamilton said UK has suffered
from Frankfort's disdain before, pointing- to the new university library that the state refused to authorize and that the
university had to go to extraor-
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FROM OUR READERS
Group preserves military records
Dear Editor
Attention World War II Veterans And Their Families:
The Calloway County Genealogical Societies of the Jackson Purchase
are cooperating in an effort to obtain and preserve the military records of
the men and women who served in any branch of the military during the
World War II era. If you are interested in preserving the records of a
World War II veteran or veterans we have a form which needs to be filled
out with as much information as you have regarding the military service
of your veteran(s).
The form is to replace the records which were destroyed by fire in
1970. It seems there are no complete records anywhere for the Jackson
Purchase area. We hope the families in Calloway County, Kentucky
have regard and honor for these veterans as well as all those who without
hesitation have followed the call of this wonderful country when the cry
has gone out that our nation was threatened. You may pick up a form at
the Public Library, Calloway County Judge Executive Office or contact
Alvis Jones. Your efforts will be rewarded with gratitude.
Elizabeth Brown
1303 Poplar, Murray, KY 42071

Campaign will restore sovereignty

Tea is zen experience
In many parts of the southern
U.S., ask for tea and you are likely
to get a pre-sweetened version better known elsewhere as "iced tea."
Around the world,tea has altogether
different meanings. In Japan, for
instance, tea demands painstaking
preparation and its ingestion requires proper meditation.
Japanese tea is not merely brewed
and served. Precise steps are followed, and the sipping bowl is
passed to guests one at a time. When
it is your turn, it is proper to
comment on the beauty of the table's
floral arrangement., and scrolls or
pictures on the walls. Even the
kettle and the pot that the fire is in
may be praised. It is customary that
the liquid be consumed in three sips.
The ritual does not stop there either,
for the maker of the ceremonial tea
is expected to be properly attired in
a kimono of subdued colors. That
way, every move of the sacred
ceremony is showcased against a
backdrop of restraint and reverence.
The Dawson Springs Museum
and Art Center is currently displaying Japanese kimonos and obis from
the wardrobe of a teacher of"Cha no
yu," the Japanese tea ceremony.
Also exhibited are utensils used in
tea making rituals, including a bamboo dipper and a tiny wisk used to
whip the brackish green liquid into a
froth. The exhibit will be on view

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Dries columnist
until May 31.
According to Claude Holeman,
museum curator and collector of
Japanese art and crafts, the purpose
of the special kimono exhibit is to
show the hushed atmosphere that
surrounds the traditional tea ceremony in Japan.
"People comment that these garments are not colorful, like the
others we exhibited in 1994," says
Holman, "but the tea ritual is an
aesthetic, relaxing experience.
Truly Zen."
A Dawson Springs native,
Claude Holeman lived in Japan for
nearly 36 years. He returned to his
home town in 1986 to care for his
aged father. With him he brought an
extensive collection of Japanese art,
including irreplaceable prints,
three-dimensional works, and traditional wearing apparel.
When Holeman was inspired to
mount the museum's first kimono
exhibit in 1994, he had to call on

some of his old friends in Japan.
One of them put the word out to her
friends, and the result was a donation of kimonos, including a spectacular wedding costume, that comprises about half the museum's
current kimono collection. On top
of that, two years ago, when Holeman visited the same woman and
her family in Japan,she shared with
him the legacy she had received
from her aunt, who had been a
teacher of the tea ceremony. It was a
chest full of 17 kimonos and obis
that she subsequently donated to the
museum.

Absent are the penetrating reds
and vibrating golds often associated
with the kimono. The colors of tea
ceremony garments are unobtrusive
— gentle teal, dusty rose, muted
green. In many cases, the linings are
more beautiful than the surfaces
seen by observers. One has a tiny
spring of berries painted on an
interior panel. White roses bloom

quietly inside another. White gloves
are on hand so museum visitors can
slip them on before they touch the
delicate robes to examine their
exquisite workmanship and to discover hidden details.
The focus of the exhibit is the
garments, not the ceremony with
which they are associated. "We
won't be doing a demonstration with
this show," Holeman explains. He
goes on to add that a selection of
kimonos from the museum will be
displayed at Murray State University later this year to kick off the fall
season at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery. "A proper tea ceremony will
probably be done there," he says.
The Dawson Springs Museum
and Art Center is located on Main
Street in Dawson Springs, Kentucky. On permanent display is a
collection of photographs that depict the town's unique history, including its heyday as a spa, when
people traveled from all over the
country to take the "healing waters."
Because of curator Holeman's
links to Japan, and his extensive art
collection, the museum mounts an
exhibit of Japanese an and artifacts
each spring. This year's offering is
the kimonos for the tea ceremony.
Admission to the museum is free,
and it is opened Tuesday to Saturday from 1 to 5 p.m. The phone
number is 502-797-3503.

April 10 — Star-Gazette, Elmira, N.Y., on rent control:
Rent control isn't an iSStre in upstate New York. But a dispute
over the issue is being felt here ... because it's interfering with the
adoption of the state budget.
"Temporary" rent control laws were enacted after World War II
and have been repeatedly extended. The regulations affect more
than 1 million apartments, mostly in the New York City area. The
laws are again due to expire on June 15. ...
It's not fair to make the rest of the state wait for a budget. Lawmakers should remove this impediment to fiscal negotiation by extending rent control for six months. After a spending plan is
adopted, they can devote their attention to a reasonable compromise on rent control that continues to protect the poor and elderly
while opening the housing market.
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April 14 — The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer, on problems at
IRS:
Sen. John Glenn is chipping at the tip of the iceberg of problems
at the Internal Revenue Service, but someone's got to start
somewhere.
The senator's immediate concern is IRS employees who browse
tax returns in search of entertainment, information or adjustments
on tax returns of friends or foes. Under current law, browsing is a
crime only if the browser disseminates information obtainecj.
The IRS does know, however, that current law failed to suffice
in recent criminal charges against employees who browsed not
from boredom or curiosity, which is bad enough, but for really nefarious purposes.
That's a loophole in the law that Glenn aims to close by making
snooping itself punishable by fines up to $1,000 and a year in jail.
It's a start. Given the remaining IRS problems, don't put the ice
picks away.
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Dear Editor:
To restore undiluted sovereignty, Rep. Ron Paul (R-TX) has
introduced H.R. 1146, the American Sovereignty Restoration Act of
1997.
Rep. Ron Paul's bill will:(1)Terminate America's membership in the
U.N. and keep those foreign bureaucrats' hands off our tax dollars; and
(2) Guarantee that America is never forced to surrender its military
soldiers and sovereignty to a one world government.
For the first time in history, foreign U.N. bureaucrats have an
American president, his outspoken wife, the vice president, most
congressmen,and the foreign policy establishment and a lot of people in
the press all lobbying to increase the U.N.'s power and influence to
destory our American republic.
Rep. Paul is leading the congressional effort to get America out of the
U.N. and his bill is our only hope of keeping the U.N. from taking over
America's resources.
My friends, no one at the U.N. is elected by the American voters - nor
are they accountable to the American voters.
Your congressman must hear from you with your urgent request that
he or she co-sponsor H.R. 114.6. Our nation can extricate itself from the
tentacles of the evil U.N. leviathan. But time to do so is running out.
Col. Frank J. Gnadinger, USAFR Ret.
1005 Rosemary Drive, Louisville, KY 40213

April 14 — +Winston-Salem (N.C.) Journal, on U.S. policy
toward China:
One must hope that, when it comes to U.S. policy regarding
China, there is more there than meets the eye. The Clinton administration's public posture toward this awakening Asian giant may
well be the proper one, but only if it is not all there is.
Publicly, Clinton and his administration say that isolating China
would be a mistake. There is, for one thing, a great deal of business
to be done with China. For another, bringing China into the world
community — by granting "most favored nation" status on a permanent, rather than year to year, basis and admitting China to the
World Trade Organization — stands a better chance of influencing
those areas of troubling Chinese behavior than does branding the
country a rogue state in the category of, say, Iran or Iraq.
... Everyone hopes that this view is correct, and China should be
allowed every opportunity to prove that it's so.
But there is also substantial evidence that China has no intentions of playing by any rules the world community devises. ...

V."

All the world's a summit
By CALVIN WOODWARD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Calling the Philadelphia volunteer
conference a "summit" is an odd
word choice, considering how far
a mountaintop can be from the
grass roots being celebrated
there.
But summits are all the rage
these days, in the White House
and out. The name lends a rarefied air to events that, in terms of
geography and often consequence, are closer to sea level.
President Clinton, who attended the Presidents' Summit
for America's Future on Sunday
and Monday, is among this era's
eager summiteers. So are his
wife, the vice president, the United Nations and world noodlemakers.
The noodle-makers gathered at
the International Ramen Summit
in Tokyo last month for a few
days of slippery business.
A "conference," a "convention," a "meeting" (unless it's a
"town hall meeting") seem a
little too pedestrian for organizers
of such things.
No, "summit" is better.
Sounds like something Moses
would do.
The United Nations is preparing for Earth Summit II in June,
to review why so little happened
after the first one.
In 1945, a year of carefully
chosen words, Franklin

ANALYSIS
Roosevelt, Winston Churchill and
Josef Stalin met in Czar Nicholas
11's former palace by the Black
Sea to plot Germany's final defeat and shape the postwar world.
The Big Three Conference, it
was called at the time. Or the
Crimea Conference.
There was no talk of task forces, except, perhaps, the real ones
at sea and under fire.
It later became known as the
Yalta Summit. It stands tall in
history.
Eyeing the soviets in 1959,
then-Sen. John F. Kennedy said:
"It is far better that we meet at
the summit than at the brink."
Almost 20 years later, President Carter laid the groundwork
for peace between Egypt and Israel at the Camp David summit in

Maryland's Catoctin Mountains.
These days, Group of Seven
communiques say little and can
mean less. Less is at stake, of
course, than in the transition from
World War to Cold War.
But the Group of Seven's summits, the next one coming up in
June in Denver (elevation: 5,260
feet), at least draw together world
leaders.
After researching citations of
the word, senior Houghton Mifflin lexicographer Joe Pickett
said, "It's clear we're going to
have to revise our definition."
"It's not necessarily some
earthshaking thing that's taking
place," he said. The company's
1992 American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language,
Third Edition, defines "summit"

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety ofioptes, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than SOO words. Letters should he typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writer,.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box lac, Murray. KY 42071.

as a conference of leaders, "especially the highest ranking officials of two or more
governments."
Now one world leader, or even
none, will do.
U.S. corporate chiefs and African dignitaries gathered last week
for an Attracting Capital to Africa Summit and a speech by
Hillary Clinton. Vice President
Al Gore went to a Technology
Summit a while back.

Student
the offs

Outside politics, doctors convene a Cardiomyopathy and
Heart Failure Summit. Urban
gangs meet in summits. And the
world is wiser about "don wop
singing by ear" and other such
topics, thanks to the East Coast A
Cappella Summit.
Black ski lodge owners hold a
National Brotherhood of Skiers
Summit. Their first, in 1973, was
called merely A Happening in the
parlance of the day but was later
renamed. At least they're being
geographically correct — they
meet on mountains.
In Philadelphia, elevation 100
feet, the Presidents' Summit for
America's Future wraps up Tuesday. It doesn't have a Moses, although some think summit leader
Colin Powell is close.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Calvin
Woodward covers national affairs for The Associated Press.
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reNorth Elementary primary 1B students In Toni Bohannon's class
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Calloway County Middle School students participate In 'Jump for Heart.'
Tabitha Dube was the overall high collector of donations.
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Calloway County High School senior Adam Haley takes time from his
class work to set up and install a scanner In the Electronic Office
classroom.
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center time in
Justin Palmer and Curtis Tumbow enjoy building during
Elementary.
Suzanne Schroader's primary class at North
These sixth grade students at Calloway Mfddie School collect money
for 'Jump for Heart.'
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Keri Turner performs a dramatic Interpretation of Zelda Fitzgerald. In
lieu of a written exam, students use their talents to perform or create
something to do with the era 1915-45.

Calloway County Preschool Center student Logan Burks enjoys the dramatic play area.

Aimee Wheeler follows along with "Cinderella" in the listening center at
the Calloway County Preschool Center.

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).
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Students In Thenia Gibson's primary class at East Elementary explore
the effects of friction by rolling a match-box car over different surfaces.
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Check out our new line
of designer frames...
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RAYBANS* RX
As Always 100% Quality Customer Service
We Accept Most Insurance.
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Serving Ages 2 hro ugh 5
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Hours: 730 otY1.-520 pm.

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St. • Miirray • 759-2500

Calloway County High School senior Jason Kelso has been named as a
Student of the Week. Kelso was nominated for the honor by CCHS Principal Jerry Alnley.
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Music students will
showcase their talents
Students of music composition
and music synthesis courses at Murray State University will showcase
their talents at the 17th semi-annual
Electro-Acoustic Recital Series
(EARS) concert.
The program begins at 8 p.m.,
Tuesday, April 29, in the Performing Arts Hall of the Fine Arts
Building on Murray State's campus.
Admission to the public is free.
The recital consists of original
compositions wriUen during the
current semester by students from
classes taught by Dr. John Steffa,
associate professor of music. Two

rD .
liridal 6/(1_1; ,Jitylsirri
OF PIER I IMPORTS

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Jennifer Paul
bride-elect of
Craig Carraway
join our
bridal registry.

4.1411 imports'
Delkt1alestrtut Street •7511851

types of music will be performed.
The first type involves more traditional works for piano, instruments
or small ensembles. Such pieces are
performed live.
The second type of music will be
performed by the computer using
peripheral electronic hardware such
as keyboards and sound modules.
"A sound module is typically an
electronic device within which synthetic sounds are stored," Steffa
explained.
"This concert will feature the
music of eight students," he continued. "One work will incorporate
instruments that were built by the
composer."
The classes(MUS 241 and MUS
313) are composed of students who
are interested in learning how computers and music interact. A number
of the students who have taken the
course in the past have not been
music majors. Steffa said that some
are interested to learn some basic
techniques of film scoring. The only
prerequisite for the course is a basic
understanding of music fundamentals.
"I am proud of the quality of work
the students have produced for this
program and I think the audience
will find it very interesting," Steffa
concluded.
For additional information, call
the department of music at (502)
762-4288.

WAKE UP!!!

Quit Being
MISLED

We can match or beat Wal-Mart prices...
But they can't match or beat our service.
We are your dealer for

JVC Pioneer, Kenwood and Orion
car & home stereo systems
37 years in business s We are the professionals

= World of Sound ze
222 S 12th St • Murra • 753-5865

Back Pain? Headaches?
Neck Pain?
Gentle Corrective Chiropractic Care Can Help
Call 759-8000 For An Appointment
Lea me help you through chiropractic. We care
about your health and are dedicated to quality care.

The Chiropractic Center
of Murray
1210 Johnson Blvd. • Murray

Dr. B. Scott Foster
Chiropractor

PLUMBING
• Residential
• Commercial
•Service Repair
"Specializing in Quality Work"
David
Ryan

Tele Fax

753-4736

Darren
Howard

4-H team competes

CONGRATULATIONS TO VIRGIL RUTH GROGAN for being named as a recipient of the 50th Anniversary National Retired Educator's award at a conference in Louisville.
Mrs. Grogan has given of her time and talents to teach children in the first years of the students' studies. I recall her saying
to me at one time when she was giving me information about her
daughter Donna's wedding, "that the small children have some
of the most heartbreaking problems as well as the older
children."
Teachers have such an influence on the lives of their students.
I still refer to some of the many influences shown in my life by
my teachers, especially my first grade teacher, Marie Patton
Tucker. Also I still continue td appreciate the influences shown
to our two children by their first grade teachers, Laura Jennings
and the late Lillie Farris.

Retired teachers will meet
CALLOWAY COUNTY 4-H CLUB photo
Calloway County 4-H Horse Judging Team competed in the Multi-Area
4-H Horse Judging event at Murray State University. Pictured are, from
left, back row, Bud Rider, Clay Lamb, Bobbie Dolchan, Amanda Hart,
Alicia Hart, Brittany Lamb, front row, Brian Shelby, Christina Bidwell,
Lacey Lamb and Lindsey Grogan. Eight of these youth, Brittany Lamb,
Amanda Hart, Lacey Lamb, Lindsey Grogan, Brian Shelby, Bud Rider,
Alicia Hart and Bobbie Dolchan, will have the opportunity to compete at
the State Horse Judging event June 18 at Kentucky State Horse Park.
The Calloway Team won High Point Junior Team. Amanda Hart
High Point Junior Individual.

won

Special poem on trash
written by local woman
The following poem was written by Annie Knight and was
submitted to the Murray Ledger
& Times in hopes that the peoples of this county might show
greater respect for what, in her
prejudiced opinion, is one of the
most beautiful spots that God
created.
The poem is as follows:
I Picked Up Your Trash Today
You drank your morning
coffee
From a white styrofoam cup;
. And, when the last drop was
gone,
It landed in the grass, bottom
up.
You just drove on your merry
way,
And I picked up your trash
today.
Funny you should practice
pitch
Flinging bottles at signs on the
road.
The broken bits scatter far and
wide;
You laugh, shrug, and then
"reload."
Please, choose another game to
play,
'Cause I had to pick up your
trash today.
Jagged slivers of broken glass
Lay beneath the rotten leaves,
And a puppy's pouncing paw
Bleeds profusely as he grieves.
"It wasn't intentional," you
might say.
I carefully picked up your
trash today.
A boat goes flying down the
road
Pulled by a white pickup truck.
Both filled with debris tucked
there

By a fisherman down on his
luck.
Cloth, plastic, and paper
bounce away,
And I picked up that trash
today.
He licks ketchup from his
fingers.
She sips daintily from a straw.
They finish the "fast-food" and
glance around,
'Cause littering is against the
law.
Window open and...you know
what I'll say!
I had to pick up their trash
today.
A gardener's stray green glove,
A hanky given last Christmas,
An old crumpled cigarette
pack,
Candy wrap tossed from a bus.
"Not mine," you innocently
say,
But I picked up somebody's
trash today.
You slaked your thirst with
some brew
And need to hide the evidence,
So you dump the cans, one by
one,
Over a passing wire fence.
"Some poor soul can trade 'cm
for pay!"
I'm the "soul" who picked up
your trash today.
Lugging the sixth garbage bag
Up the steep side of the hill,
The sight of a small brown
bottle
Brought me to a sudden standstill.
It was the meat marinade from
our bar-b-que tray!
Yep, Honey, I also picked up
your trash today!

all advertisers and
subscribers - Time is
Running Out!

Call the Murray Ledger & Times at
753-1916 or mail it to us at
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY.

East PTA to meet Thursday
East Elementary School PTA Will meet Thursday, May 1, at 6:30
p.m. in the school cafeteria. The Parent/Teacher Survey results will
be discussed. All parents, teachers and interested persons are invited.

Southwest Committee will meet
The Science and Social Studies Committee of Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Thursday, May 1, at 3:15 p.m. The public is invitede.
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Thursday, May 1, at 6:30
p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For information contact Martha Andrus at 753-3862.

Cheerleading tryouts planned
Murray High School Cheerleading Tryouts will be May 7-9. A
meeting for all interested students will be Tuesday, May 6, at 6 p.m.
at the Murray High Library. All interested Murray Middle and Murray High students need to obtain an information packet before May 6
at either the MMS office or MHS office.

Poultry meeting on Thursday
Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers Association is scheduled to
meet Thursday, May 1, at 7 p.m. at Purchase Area Development District office at Mayfield.

AA meeting at local center
AA meeting (accessible) will be Thursday, May 1, at 7 p.m. at the
Center for Accessible Living, located at 1304-U Chestnut St., Dixieland Shopping Center, Murray. For information call the center at
753-7676 (voice) or 753-7729 (TTD).

WOW Youth Night on May 2
All Youth of Woodmen of World Lodges in Murray and Calloway
County will have an activity night on Friday, May 2, from 6 to 9
p.m. at Curris Center Game Room, Murray State University. Youth
are urged to note the change in date from that released earlier.

Southwest meeting planned
Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council Principal Search Committee is asking for input during this important search process tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. in the school
cafeteria. All parents, faculty and staff are urged to attend. The
Search Committee will meet today at 4:30 p.m. to discuss the interview process prior to the open forum meeting at 6 p.m.

Band Boosters to meet tonight
Murray High Band Boosters will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30
p.m. in the bandroom at Murray Middle School. The purpose of the
meeting will be to elect officers for 1997-98 school year. All interested persons are urged to attend.

Ladies plan events at club
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play bridge at 9:30 a.m. on
Wednesday, April 30, at the club. Hostess will be Mary Alice Smith,
753-3487.

Singles (SOS) will meet tonight

You are invited to the

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise

Grand Opening Weekend
in which we proudly present
our newly furnished model home.
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will be parked every
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Breast Cancer Support Group to meet

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday)
at 7 p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Church. This will feature an open discussion on "Importance of Friendships." The SOS is
a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single
adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Jane at 489-2046 or Liz at 759-0212.

ATTENTION

We need your
911 address by
May 1.

Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will have a special
called meeting on Monday, May 5, at 9 a.m. at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center, Murray State University, on College Farm Road.
Robert Estes, state president of Kentucky Retired Teachers Association, will speak. A continental breakfast will be served prior to the
meeting. All members are encouraged to attend.
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Many styles & sizes
Ilundreds of floor plans all at affordable prices.

amellen construction & sales
Authorized All American Homes Builder
3040 Route 94 East
Register For Door Prizes
Additional parking in rear off Knight Road

North 12th Street
Murray
Next to Arby's
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Vair Elizabeth Booth
and Jon Livingston Taylor

Booth and Taylor
wedding to be in May
James and Molly Booth announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Vair Elizabeth Booth, to Jon Livingston
Taylor of Paducah, son of Jackie Burkhart, Ed Taylor, and the late
Kenneth Burkhart.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Violet Booth and the
late Paul R. Booth of Parkersburg, W.Va., and Mr. and Mrs. E.E. Reagle of Naples, Fla. She is the sister of Ted Booth, student at Murray
State University.
The groom-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Helen Livingston. He
is the brother of Christopher Burkhart and Ellen Powers.
Miss Booth, formerly employed in Everglades National Park, Flamingo, Fla., and Zion National Park, Springdale, Utah, is presently a
student majoring in Wildlife Biology at Murray State University.
Mr. Taylor is a graduate of Lone Oak High School. He is presently
employed by SKW Alloys, Calvert City.
A May wedding is being planned.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
April 30, 1997:
Stick to the goals you set this year,
especially in business. The image
you present to the world is important to current and future career
success: Many vocational offers appear. You feel negative about a key
issue in your life. It is important to
clear up what is happening.You will
gain professionally because of your
clarity and hard-working ways. If
you are single, romance happens
through work,and could change the
nature of your life. If attached, a
relationship builds if you are willing
to bring your feelings home from the
office. Share that part of your life
with your mate. AQUARIUS offers
you a special opportunity.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Overindulgence marks the
day. Opportunities are varied; you
have several choices. Meet with associates, to harvest ideas. Imagination is high. You seem to pile one
interesting project on top ofanother.
Tonight: You are the party.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** Keep a stoic face while others carry on. Be direct with a boss,in
order to make your point. Good ideas
will flow as a result. More than one
solution is available. Be willing to
put in the hours to make an impression. Tonight: Work overtime.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Good news is overwhelming,and makes it difficult to concentrate. A loved one expresses how
much he cares about you. You are
touched by what is happening. Keep
discussions private. You get what
you want. Tonight: Celebrate.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Financial and emotional
rewards are yours. Someone wants
to handle ajob differently. Ask questions, and accept responsibilities. A
friend helps you focus. Do not settle
for an ythingless than what you want.
You hit the bull's-eye.Tonight: Make
time for a special relationship.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Listen to others' opinions.
Take a stand with a boss; he will
respond directly. Be more in touch
with your options.Popularity is high.
Stop being negative about an offer
that involves travel and education.
Tonight: Go where your friends are
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** A partner rains on your parade. Think through what you want,
before initiating talks. A loving, yet
detached attitude brings the results
you desire. Work and personal responsibilities are overwhelming.
Fortunately, you have plenty of energy. Tonight: Get physical.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Popularity is high, even if
an associate seems a bit hard on you.
Be loving with others. Allow your
enthusiasm and fun-loving nature
to come out. You are full of energy
and unusual ideas. Follow-through
counts in a financial partnership.
Tonight: Go for fun.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Much is happening around
your home that involves a domestic
decision. You'll wantto think through
a work-related issue that could affect your home life. A conservative
course is crucial. A friend adores
you, and makes it clear. Get feedback. Tonight: Follow your heart.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Reach out for others. Sort
through information. Gather all the
opinions you can. Stabilize a situation, and don't take a risk. Put in
extra time with a loved one. A coworker has strong, positive feelings
about how things need to be done.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You overindulge financially.
You feel you have a lot to offer. Think
through a decision with care. A flirtation, or new relationship could be
tender and sweet. Make plenty of
time for this person. Don't think
negatively. Tonight: Indulge your
paramour.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Handle a boss gently. The
old adage that you get more with
sugar than vinegar applies. Discussions with an opinionated person
may be difficult. You have the energy and zestto make whatyou want
happen. Others gravitate toward
you. Tonight: Just ask.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Much is going on in your mind.
You are undecided about how to
handle a change. Discuss ideas with
a trusted confidant. The feedback
you get is important. You might feel
as if you don't have much to offer.
Stop putting yourselfdown.

Tuesday, April 21
Southwest Elementary School open
forum tor input for Principal Search
Committec6 p m Committee
meets/4.30 p m prior to open forum
Murray High Band Boosters/7:30
p m./bandroom at Murray Middle
School.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Courtsquare/8 30-11:30 a.m. and
12.30-3 p.m
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens acovioes.
Weak. Center open 8 a_m -4 p.m for
senior citizens' activities
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Into/753-2350.
Independent Christian Singles/7
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Mayfield.
Info/762-0231 or 753-6718
8ingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky 134
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church. Info/759-9964.
Hardin Tops Chapter weigh-in/6 p.m
and meeting/7 p m./Hardin Library.
Health Express of MCCH/Pilot Oak
Grocery/12:30-2:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Doctrine
Study/6:30 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/753-8136.
EARS. Student Composer Concer
performance/8 p.m./Performing Arts
Hall, FA Center, MSU,
Calloway County High School Lakent
host baseball game with Reidland/4:30
p.m.
Tennis matches between Calloway
County and Murray High Schools at
CCHS and MSU courts/4 p.m.
Whither West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 30
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous closed
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/753-8136.
Oaks Country Club ladies'
bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray County Club ladies' golf/9:30
a.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak* Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8:30
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun &
Fellowship/8:30 a.m.; Confirmation
with reception following/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
p.m.

GENERAL • MICHELIN

Wednesday, April 30
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/9 30 a m., Bible Classes;'
pm
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bibs)
ciassees/7 p.m
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m
First Christian Cnurch Choir
rehearsal/7 30 p m
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
m•
Grace Baptist Church Bible Studies..7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6 15 p m , group meetings and
prayer service/7 p m
Reading Room openri2 noon-3
p.m/Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p m
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Children's
Music activities, Adult Bible Study/7
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK &
WOW family picnic/5 p.m.; Choir
practice/6:30 p.m.; Outreach
Committee/7:45 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Last PreSchool Choir, Choristers/5 p.m.; Last
Kids Club/5:30 p.m.; Handbell Rehear.
sal, Tom Turner Silent Prayer, Singers
Unlimited/6 p.m.; Adult Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m.
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.; Ladies Bible
Study/10:15 a.m.; Computer Communications for Christ/noon; Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.: Doctrine Study, Children's
Choirs, Youth Prime Time,
Praise!/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
Singers
Chamber
MSU
performance/8 p.m./Farrell Recital
Hall, FA Center. Info/762-4288.
Edward James Olmos, awardwinning actor, lecture/7:30 p.m./Curris
Center Ballroom, MSU. No charge.
Public invited.
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

To clean corn silk from ears of
BORN TODAY
corn, use a dampened paper
Actress Cloris Leachman (1926), towel. Brush downward and it
singer Willie Nelson (1933), former should glide right off.
football player Al Toon (1963)
* * *

Will Your New Baby
Be Protected?
Woodmen's Newborn Fraternal
Ilk) Benefit provides a $5,000 death
"P benefit between your baby's first
48 hours and six months for
100% Woodmen families. PLUS,
this benefit offers guaranteed issue during that time of a $5,000 life insurance
certificate at standard rates.
To find out more about the Newborn Fraternal Benefit, contact your
Woodmen representative.
Woodmen ...
"The FAMILY Fraternity"®
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Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance
-Standard & High Risk

Ross Insurance
Agency

Ashley J. Ross
Agent

600 Main Street, Murray
502-753-0489

YMCA DAY CAMP
begins June 2, 1997
Includes field trips & swimming
register your child
W
or obtain info call
753
4295 YMCA
1510 Chestnut St., Murray

MONEYSALE!
Get Money-in-Minutes'TODAY. Up to $300
the Fast New MoneyPlace Way!
Eitsy 01. Bring driver's license or other picture I.D.
2. Most recent paycheck stub.
3. Latest bank statement 8E personal check.
FREE!
High - Ea sh ion
Fashion
E
SUNGLASSES

The
MoneyPlacec

With your first
('u .s h -a ranry
111)111 h e
Money P lace

Call, Come in 7bday!

...at the big, bold. bright-as-gold MonegPlace Sign.
9-5 Monday-Thursday, 9-6 Friday, 9-12 Saturday
1203 S. Ury
513-A So.120 St., Shopping Plaza 926 Broadway
Paducah, KY Union City,TN
Mayfield, KY
Murray, KY
(502) 759-8900 (502) 251-9500 (502) 575-9900 (901) 885-7500

Delaney Bell
born April I
Jeffrey and Mary Ann Kurz
Bell of Benton announce the birth
of their adopted daughter, Delaney Rose Bell, on April 1, 1997.
She has a brother, Jacob Bell
of Calvert City.
Grandparents are Paul and Pallie Kurz of Murray, Bruce and
Roxann Bell of Calvert City, and
Judy and Jack Hatfield of
Louisville.
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Surprise Mom
with a

Wish Pearl

Casey Daugherty

new surprise every time.
• Comes with sterling silver clasp & chain.
Get

Daugherty
is named
Casey Daugherty has been
named a United States National
Award Winner by the United
States Achievement Academy.
Daugherty, a student at Calloway County High School, was
nominated for this award in Journalism by her teacher, Kris Fazi.
Her biography will appear in the
academy yearbook.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Larry E. Wilson of Murray.
Her grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Wilson of Almo and
James A. Raymer Jr. of Palatka,
Fla.

a

29 99
11

JCPenney
LOVE

YOUR

STY!,

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400
Monday-Saturtiey 10 am 1o9 p
Sunday 1230 pm to 530 Pm

Hi-Energy Weight Control Center
For Both Men & Women
University Square

767-0780

Murray, KY

Ibtany Of you Are Asking...
DO YOU HAVE ANY LOCAL PEOPLE?
at, 11 ill
Lose An
A‘erage ()I' 3
Lbs. Or \lore
Per ‘‘'eek

Call Now For
A FREE
Consultation

Faye Childress
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd 1 Maple, Murray
753-5234

Donnie Hudson, Murray KY. Donnie has lost 54 314 pounds and 60 1/4 inches!!!

Eaven't you Wondered Where your Neighbors Are?
WOODMEN
SuWORLD/OMAHACEs
NE
I F TIFI
IL WOODMENLO
)
)
ISOCIETY
HOME OFFICE: OMAHA,NEBRASKA

•Results guaranteed in writing
•Physicians recommend our program daily
•No diet pills

•No pre-packaged foods
•All natural
•Medica.'v supervised
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Jazz knock out Clippers
•Malone, Hornacek pace
Utah in 104-92 win at L.A.
to sweep first-round series
By BETH HARRIS
AP Sports Writer

utan s Kart Malone scored 26 points in Monday's series-ending win.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Having
completed the first playoff sweep in
Utah Jazz history, Karl Malone wanted
to go home.
When he couldn't, it annoyed him.
The Jazz defeated the Los Angeles
Clippers 104-92 Monday night for a
third consecutive victory that ended
their first-round best-of-5 series.
Most teams fly home immediately after games, but the Jazz remained in Los
Angeles overnight. If they had lost,
Game 4 would have been played here

Wednesday night.
"We've got to stay here an extra
night because somebody in the front office didn't have confidence that we
would win," Malone said. "I'd rather
be back in Utah right now. Somebody
didn't have the confidence that we
would win."
The players believed they could
sweep a team for the first time in
Utah's 24 postseason series, and they
came out playing that way.
Jeff Hornacek broke out of a shooting
slump with 28 points and Malone had
26 points and 13 rebounds in his 100th
career playoff game.
Hornacek, who shot 28 percent in the
first two games of the series, made his
first seven shots before missing a jumper in the third quarter.

"My wife is like, 'Go out there and
make some because I don't want you to
be there another day," Hornacek said.
"I was determined to come out and just
catch and shoot it, and don't try to get
too fancy. It worked for me."
The Jazz, who won a franchise-record
64 games in the regular season, await
the winner of the Los Angeles LakersPortland series in the second round.
"It's nice to get it over with. It's going to get tougher and tougher as we go
forward," Malone said.
Loy Vaught scored 20 points and
Brent Barry 17 for the Clippers, who
made the playoffs for the first time in
four years with the wont record among
the 16 postseason teams.
II See Page 9

SCHEDULE

as

DRAFFENVILLE — Marshall
County rallied from an early deficit for a 5-4 win over Calloway
County Monday, the Lakers' first
Fourth District loss of the year.
Calloway (7-10) and Marshall
(4-6) now stand tied atop the district standings with 3-1 marks.
Calloway, which trailed 2-0 after one inning, led 4-2 in the
third inning before Marshall
closed the gap to 4-3 in the bottom of the third. The Marshals
tied the game in the fourth and
took the lead for good in the
sixth.
"Their first two runs we
walked a batter and made an error and then we gave up a couple
of home runs in the middle innings," Calloway coach Eddie
Morris said. "Then we battled
back, but we weren't able to win
at the end. We made some mis-
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• MSU at Arkansas St
Jonesboro Ark -- 7
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• Murray at Fulton City
Fulton — 4 30
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• Murray at Graves
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bite Calloway
in 5-4 setback
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takes on the bases and we missed
some signals, and those are
things we shouldn't be doing at
this point in the season."
Marshall outhit Calloway 10-8.
Josh McKee! was 2-for-3 for Calloway while Roger Houk drove in
two runs. McKee! was also the
losing pitcher, working the last
two innings.
"It's like I told our players after the game, at this point it's the
little bitty things that will jump
up and hurt you," Morris said.
"Now we'll have to wait and see
the outcome of the other teams in
the district to see where we'll finish for the tournament.
"This loss took getting the
number one seed out of our
hands, but regardless of who we
play we'll have to win the first
game of the district tournament to
get to the region, which is our

....11111=M

II See Page 9
Members of the Murray State crew team's women's squad carry one of the program's two boats to the waterfront to prepare for launch at a
recent rowing event.

Knicks pop Hornets;
win first-round series
By DAVID DROSCHAK
AP Sports Writer
CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP) — A
pair of coliseum workers popped
more than 1,500 balloons an hour
after the New York Knicks
ousted the Charlotte Hornets
from the playoffs.
There was no reason to release
them after the Knicks defeated
the Hornets 104-95 Monday night
for a three-game sweep in their
first-round Eastern Conference
playoff series.
It was a fitting ending for what
was a deflating postseason for the
Hornets.
Charlotte won a franchiserecord 54 games this season, but
once again failed to produce in
the playoffs. The Hornets have
made the postseason three times
in their nine-year history, but
have advanced past the first

round just once and have not
made it past the conference
semifinals.
Charlotte finished its season
with five consecutive losses, the
Hornets' worst skid of the
season.
"1 or my teammates did not
expect to get swept in the first
round of the playoffs. Not by the
Knicks, not by anyone," said former New York forward Anthony
Mason, who was acquired by the
Hornets during the offseason for
Larry Johnson.
What hurt worse for the Hornets was they were done in by
Johnson, who scored 22 points on
9-for-12 shooting, including a
game-clinching 3-pointer with 44
seconds left.
"Never have I been so happy

Rowin'Racers
With two used boats, first-year crew team making waves
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Murray State University
crew team coach Steve Marchino has a reason to smile.
In just its first year of existence, the team has exceeded—
expectations on and off the
water.
"No one expected anything
from us because we were a
first-year program," Marchino
said. "But everything came
together at the right time and
we turned some heads." •
The team recently completed
a seven-month schedule with
an impressive showing at the
Southern Intercollegiate Rowing
Association regatta at Oak

Ridge, Tenn., April 19-20.
Out of a field of 53 universities, including over 2,000
rowers, the MSU squad captured wins over Notre Dame,
North Carolina State,
Cincinnati and the Georgia
Tech in the men's novice 8
competition.
MSU also earned first, second and third place medals
for its performance in the
Dogwood regatta.
That impressive outing came
on the heels of a successful
showing during a competition
at Vanderbilt University in
Nashville April 6. That meet
produced bronze medals in the
mixed 8 and women's open

• See Page 9

categories, and a silver medal
Tulane.
in the men's open.
Even more impressive was
The day before, MSU colthe fact that the team was
lected wins over the University
handicapped by a lack of
of the South, Savanna and
equipment.
"All of the other schools
Armstrong at the Atlanta Rowwould show up with a fleet
ing Festival April 5.
Included in the schedule
of boats," Marchino said. "All
was the squad's first-ever
we had was two used boats. I
competition at the Tennessee
expected some setbacks, but
Indoor Rowing Championships
they were few and far
in Chattanooga, Tenn., where
between."
They also scored high in
it placed eighth out of 28
the classroom with a team
schools.
grade point average of 3.17.
That was followed by a
But preparation for the
spring break meet in Natchitoteam's first-ever season began
ches, La. During that competiearly in the school year.
tion, MSU claimed victories
over Northwestern State
• See Page 9
University, Notre Dame and
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Benes returns to beat Giants 5-2
By R.B. FALLSTROM
Al' Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Andy
Benes is pretty good at playing
catch-up.
Though he missed most of
spring training and five starts
with a rib-cage muscle injury,
Benes is even with his victory
pace for last season after the St.
Louis Cardinals' 5-2 victory over
the San Francisco Giants Monday

Andy Bones, right, finally joined
brother Alan on the Cardinale'
pitching staff Monday night.

Gant drives home two runs;
Mabry, Lamkin play long ball
night.
Benes, an I8-game winner last
season, threw 102 pitches in five
innings. He allowed two runs and
six hits, struck out four and
walked four.
Last year he was 1-7 with a
5.92 ERA in his first 10 starts,
then 17-3 the rest of the way.
"I'm trying to look for good
things I can get out of the
game," Benes said. "1 should get
better as time goes on. Anytime
you throw 100 pitches in five innings that's not anything to get

excited about.
"Fortunately, the balls they hit
hard were right at us."
Benes worked out of trouble in
the first two innings, stranding
five runners. He struck out the
side in the third, but in between
the second and third strikeouts
the Giants had four consecutive
hits — including RBI singles by
J.T. Snow and Rick Wilkins.
"That's a good first outing,"
manager Tony La Russa said.
"He really had to work for five
innings, but this club is really

playing well."
The loss was only the third in
15 games for the NL Westleading Giants. San Francisco is
7-2 on the road.
Mark Petkovsek worked 2 2-3
scoreless innings, Tony Fossas
got out of of a two-on, two-out
jam in the eighth and Dennis
Eckersley finished for his fifth
save.
Ron Gant had three hits, two of
them run-scoring singles, and
Tom Lampkin and John Mabry
homered for St. Louis.
Lampkin, who had been
0-for-10, hit his first home run
off William Van Landingham
(1-2) to start the second and Mabry hit his first home run to lead
off the fourth.
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BRIEFS
Lady Tigers offering basketball camp
Murray High girls basketball coach Rochelle Cadwell announced Monday
the dates of this years Lady Tiger Basketball Camp
Offered to girls entering K-12 next school year, the camp will run from June
9-13 at MHS Cost of the camp is $30 per camper The camp will be divided
into two sessions K-5 grade 9-11 30 am 6th-12th grades, 1230-3 pm
Registration forms are available at all Murray Independent schools, as well
as local businesses For more information call 767-0853 or Coach Cadwell at
MRS. 753-5202

Loos takes over as Austin Peay AD
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn (AP) — Kaye Hart will quit as Austin Peay s athletic
director effective July 1 and will be replaced by men's basketball coach Dave
Loos, officials announced Tuesday
Loos will continue as head basketball coach for the Governors Hart will
serve as a special assistant to the school's president unbl Jan 1, 1998
During Hart's tenure as athletic director, Austin Peay decided to drop down
from Division I-AA to non-scholarship football That decision followed last
year's 1-10 record, the school's 12th straight losing season
Austin Peay president Sal Rinella said having Loos handle both the athletic
directors job and his coaching duties would save the university some money

By RICHARD ROSENBLATT
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Crypto Star is already passing
horses, and the Kentucky Derby
is still four days away.
The colt with the furious finishing kick stands to benefit most
as the Derby lost two contenders
but picked up two longshots over
the past two days, leaving a
likely field of 12 for Saturday's
Run for the Roses.
"It benefits us very well, less
traffic to worry about," trainer
Wayne Catalano said before
working Crypto Star seven furlongs in a slow 1:31 over a
muddy Churchill Downs track.
Pacificbounty dropped out with
a foot injury, trainer D. Wayne

Meyer resigns under fire at DePaul
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CHICAGO (AP) — Joey Meyer resigned under fire at DePaul, ending a
55-year family affair during which the Blue Demons have been coached by a
Meyer
Meyer, 48, spent 30 years at the school as a player, assistant coach and
then head coach He was a player and assistant under his father, Ray, who
became coach in 1942 Joey Meyer, who replaced his father in 1984, was
231-158 at DePaul, including a 3-23 mark last season

Harrick to interview for Rhode Island job
SOUTH KINGSTOWN, R.I. (AP) — Jim Harrick, who led UCLA to the 1995
national basketball title then was fired last year for lying on an expense report, will be interviewed for the vacancy at Rhode Island.
Athletic director Ron Petro said the school has looked into Harrick's firing
and is satisfied he is qualified for the job

.11 Knicks...
FROM PAGE 8
for a guy for Larry to make that
shot," Knicks coach Jeff Van
Gundy said. "All year he has
been about team and sacrifice and
work and leadership.
"I think he has taken some undue criticism because of how he
fit into the team. He did everything for the team. Never was
anything more just than him making that shot."
The Knicks will meet either
the Miami Heat or the Orlando
Magic. The Heat holds a 2-0 lead
in that series that resumes
tonight.
"This was Larry Johnson's
game," said Buck Williams, one
of seven Knicks to score in double figures. "He put us on his
shoulders and he carried us
tonight."
The Hornets shot 62 percent in

the opening quarter and went up
by eight early on, but still found
themselves trailing by seven at
the end of the first period as the
Knicks — the hottest shooting
team in the playoffs — made 14
of 19 shots, 73.7 percent.
New York was 5-for-6 from
3-point range in the opening
quarter, while Johnson and Allan
Houston were a combined
9-for-10 from the field. Houston,
who added 20 points, keyed a
12-3 run over a three-minute span
with a pair of 3-pointers and a
layup as New York took a 41-31
lead less than a minute into the
second quarter.
• The Knicks managed to hold
the lead the rest of the half even
without Patrick Ewing as an offensive force. The 11-time NBA
All-Star didn't make a basket in
the first half on 0-for-3 shooting.
He managed just four points from
the foul line and finished with 16.

FROM PAGE 8
goal," he added.
Calloway's game with Reidland, scheduled for today, has
been postponed. The Lakers host
Christian Fellowship for a district
game Thursday at 4:30 at the
CCHS field.
SOFTBALL
Fulton County 12, Murray 8
HICKMAN — Murray's Lady
Tigers were never able to fully
overcome an early 6-1 deficit in
falling at Fulton County Monday.
After Murray (2-5) scored in
the top of the first inning, Fulton
County (3-5) scored two in the
bottom half of the first and added
four more in the second to take
the lead for good.
Murray closed the gap over the
next three innings, scoring six
runs in the span to come within
8-7 in the fifth, but Fulton
County scored four runs in the
bottom of the fifth to once again
pull away.
Fulton County outhit Murray
13-9 while each team committed
two errors. Melissa Villaflor led
the Lady Tigers at the plate by
going 3-for-5 with a double,
while Lindsey Horner was
2-for-3 with a double and Robyn
Myhill was 2-for-4. Homer was
the losing pitcher.
Murray's next game is Thursday, when it faces Carlisle
County at 4:30 at the Murray
City Park.
TENNIS

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
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901 Sycamore

MAJOR LEAGUES
American Lasgu.
Ail Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct. GS
Ballirnore
14
7 .507
Boston
12 11
.522 3
New York
13 12 .520 3
Toronto
10 11
476 4
Detrok
10 15
400 6
Contest Division
W
L Pct, CIO
Mlwaukee
11
10
524 —
Clevetind
12
11
1
475
Kansas City
10 11
1
476
nnesota
11
13
1,4
456
C tocapo
7 16
304 5
Wow Dlielsion
L Pct. GB
W
Seattle
15 10
800
Tema
13
9 .501
A
Oak Ind
12 12
503 2t4
Anaheim
11
11
SOO 7.4
Monday's Games
lAtsseultett 14, Texas 9
N V Yankees 6, sine. 5
Only games achaduled
Tuesday's Gem*,
Anaheim (Langston 1-2) at Boston Meson 0-01
506 pm
°Wand (Prieto 2-0) at Cleveland (Nagy 3-1)
606 pm
Milstawk•• (Eldred 2-2) le Detroit ((Averse 1-0)
806 pm
Searle (Moyer 0-01 at NY Yankees (latedoze
1-1), 635 pm
Toronto (Hersgen 1-1) at Kamm City (Roach
2-1). 705 pm
Baltimore (Coppinger 0-0) at Minnesota
(F Rodriguez 1-2). 705 pm
Tema (Perk 2-2) al Chicago White So' (Nsvow° 1-1), 706 pm
Weilneeday'a Games
lAlvieukse (Karl 0-4) C Detroit (..1Thorripson
1-2), 1205 pm
Anaheim (Di(kson 4-0) at Boston (Hammond
0-0). 598 pm
Oakland (TeSoheder 0-1) at Cleveland (HereNser
O: pm
(0 Martinez 1-1) to N V Yankee' (Welts
1-1), 635 pm
Toronto (Clemons 3-01 at Karat.* City (Apple;
3-0). 705 pm
Baltimore (Karnienlecki 1-0) at Minnesota
(Tewksbury 1-2), 706 pm
Tease (HI 2-2) at Chicago Whim Sol (Alvarez
1-3), 706 pm
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753-8355

Netioael League
East Division
W
L Pct, GB
Atlanta
111
763
S
Florida
14
9
SOO 4
Montreal
11
11
500 ISA
New York
10 14
417
Philadelphia
7 15
31$ 10A
Centre) Divieicat
W
L Pct. OS
licAseton
14
10
513 —
Pittsburgh
12 11
522 14
Si Loos
9 14
391
44
Cindnnalt
7 16
304 64
Chicago
5 19
217 Si,
West Divieba
W
L Pct. OR
Sin F ranasco
16
6
727 —
Colorado
16
6
727 —
Log Angeles
11
11
500 5
San Dill90
9 13
409 7
ileeday's Games
NY Mete 15, Cincinnati 2
Atlanta 14. Los Angeles 0
Chicago Cubs 5. Montreal 2
PIrtsburgh 9 Pltiladelplea 4, 12 Strong,
St Louis 5, San Frandeco 2
Colorado 7, Houston 6, 10 Innings
Florida 12. Sim Diego 9
Tweadey's Games
Colorado (Bailey 3-0) at Houston moo o-oi,
12 35 pm
Montreal (Bulkiest 1-3) et Chicago Cubs (Tracheal 0-3). 120 p m
San Deco (Bergmen I -I) at Florida (Brown 2-1),
605 pm
Pittsburgh (Cordova 1-2) at PhiladelpNa (Mackin)
1-2). 806 pm
NY Mete (Cladi 2-1) al Ctedenall (Mown 0-2),
65 pm
Los Angeles )PaA 0-1) st Antonia (Wade 0-0),
640 p m
Sim Frandeco (Rueter 1-0) at St Louis (Stott"nwr• 0-1). 706 pm
Watiamiday's Ganes
Atlanta (Nemo) 3-0)11 Oncinnal (Merdior 1-2).
12 35 pm
Haraon (IOW 1-1) at Montreal (C Perez 3-1),
¶235 pm
Los Angeles Norm 2-2) at PhiledelpNa (SA lili1Of
3-1), 506 pm
San Francisco (Gardner 1-1) at Pittsburgh
(Lieber 1-1). 6136 pm
San Olago (Hitchcock 2-1) at NV Mete BJon.s
3-2), S 40 p rn
Florida (A Leiter 3-1) at St louts (Al Berms 22)
735 pm
Chicago Cube (RIR 2-3) at Colorado (Foster
2-1) 05 pm

HEALTH INSURANCE
CANCELLED?
Tired of constant rate increases?
Call Tom at

1-800-543-6247

Calloway County
LONE OAK — Lone Oak
swept Calloway County Monday,
with the Lady Flash girls pulling
a 9-0 sweep and the boys beating
Calloway 7-2.
In boys' play, Bryan Meurer
lost to Ryan Lictenberg 8-3, Andrew O'Rourke fell to Ben
Thompson 8-2, Ty Fiebig lost to
Promit Patel 8-0, Ben Binford
lost to Matt Upshaw 8-4, Patrick
Haney lost to Carl Walter 8-1 and
Matt Roberts beat Matt Hopper
8-5.
In doubles, Meurer/O'Rourke
lost to Brazzell/Sloan 8-3, Fiebig/
Roberts fell to Upshaw/Patel 8-2
and Binford/Haney beat Presley/
Goode 8-6.
On the girls' side, Ann Taylor
lost to Sarah Suitor 8-1, Elizabeth
Blackford fell to Jamie O'Hara
8-2, Kelly Travis lost to Jennifer
Hayden 8-1, Whitney Price tell to
Amy Newman 8-0, Heather
Saxon lost to Casie Skaggs 8-0
and Amy Travis lost to Terri Edwards 8-1.
In doubles, Taylor/Blackford
lost to Hayden/Newman 8-1,
Kelly Travis and Price lost to
Lichtenberg/Skaggs 8-3 and
Saxon/Amy Travis lost to
Atherton/Edwards 8-4.
Calloway faces Murray today
at 4 at the Murray High and Murray State courts.

"When we put the call out, we
had set Sept. 27 for the first
meeting," said Marchino.
While Marchino expected an
average turnout, he was not prepared for the overwhelming response he received. The first
meeting drew 190 students.
"I was pleasantly surprised
with the amount of students that
came out," he said. "I was very
impressed with those who were
willing to stick with it. That says
a lot for this student body."
Marchino waisted no time in
whittling the crop of prospective
athletes with a two-mile run during the first practice.
"We narrowed the field from
about 190 to around 65 or 70,"
said Marchino. "I didn't cut anybody from the team. I just went
with whoever was willing to stay
with it. We wound up with 40
very dedicated people."
According to Marchino, the
team received some much-needed
outside support in getting the
team up and running.
"I couldn't be happier with the
support we've received from the

community, the faculty and the
student body," he said.
The team's unexpected success
has improved the program's outlook for next season.
One improvement will be a
place to row close to the MSU
campus.
"The Cherokee Park Area of
KenLake will be a new place for
us to row out of next year," said
Marchino. "I can't thank them
enough for providing us with this
property. It's exactly what we
needed."
In addition to the facility improvements, Marchino said the
team has begun its own form of
recruiting.
"We've got several programs
set up to introduce the sport to
the high schools and other institutions," he said. "Basically, what
we try to do is explain it as a
sport that everyone can compete
in. Crewing is known as the ultimate team sport."
Marchino said prospects are
bright for the future of crewing at
MSU.
"I honestly believe we can succeed," he said. "I have no doubts
that we can do well. We've got
what we need to be competitive."
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%lairs Body Shop, Inc,
(Since 1937)

Auto Body Repairing
24 Hr. Towing

,

(Large or Small)

637 S. 3rd St.

753-3134

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!
* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
moopn%
7-5
Sat 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

Premier Properties
offered by

Sponsored By

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Lukas was told to keep Sharp Cat
in Friday's Kentucky Oaks for
fillies and Shammy Davis moved
into the field, giving trainer Nick
Zito two Derby horses.
The likely field went back to
12 today with the decision to enter Crimson Classic. Still, it
would be the smallest field since
1979, when Spectacular Bid became the last favorite to win the
Derby by beating nine rivals.
The last two Derbies drew 19
starters apiece. Twice since 1979,
there were 13-horse fields, in
1985 and 1980.
"I think the small field helps
everyone," said jockey Shane
Sellers, who will be aboard probable Derby favorite Pulpit, winner of the Blue Grass.

•Calloway...

SCOREBOARD

David

APRIL 29

Crypto Star gains ground •Rowin'Racers...
in apparent Derby Dozen

Sports
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TUESDAY

•Jazz...
FROM PAGE 8
"The ball was going in early
for them. They shot lights out,"
Clippers coach Bill Fitch said.
"They are a very good team and
have got a legitimate chance to
get to the finals."
The Jazz hit a cold spell in the
fourth quarter, going 6:08 without a field goal while the Clippers closed an 18-point deficit to
10 on three free throws by Malik
Sealy with 4:01 remaining.
The Jazz improved its rebounding in Game 3, controlling the
boards 46-28, including a 36-23
defensive advantage.
Utah led 58-42 at halftime and
quickly built its advantage to 23
points twice in the third quarter.
Homacek keyed an 11-0 run
with a jumper and a 3-pointer to
put Utah ahead 71-48. Malone
committed two straight 3-second
violations, but Greg Ostertag
helped out by blocking two consecutive shots by Lorenzen
Wright.

MARSHALL
REIAANUFACTURED ENGINES
3 yr.138,000

winanly svailabi•

Exchanged price:
350 GM 4-Bolt
2.8 GM
400 Ford
351 Ford Windsor

$999
$1019
$1079
$1059

Thumbs* wen saw eveMstWe All
remeessforairedsi New cesullishow.
Ftrumecuog eraalehle es ler, es
$29 per woe&

In Stock At:
D&W Auto Supply, Inc.
512 So 12th Street
Murray, KY
(502) 753-4563

Kopperud Realty

Country Roads Take Me Home - Farm with 219 mil acres with four catfish ponds,remodeled two story home
with three bedrooms. Beautiful private setting with surrounding white fence. $249,900. MLS #3000900

Home Of Distinction - This four or five bedroom,
21/2 bath home isjust the one for you. Formal LR,
DR, large family room with fireplace, elegant
gourmet kitchen, four car garage, on two beautifully landscaped lots in one of Murray's finest
subdivisions: $279,000.

Executive Charm - Custom-built NEW 4 BR,2.5
BA brick home. Enjoy the large greatroom w/
fireplace, formal DR with hardwood floor, and
gourmet kitchen. Relax in the evening in your
own Jacuzzi and enjoy the covered porch. Quality
built and priced at $240,000.

Call our office for more information on these
and many other outstanding properties.
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DEATHS
J. Homer Solomon
J. Homer Solomon, 85, Benton. died Monday, April 28, 1997, at 3
p.m. at Marshall County Hospital. Benton.
He had retired as an agent for State Farm Insurance Company after
working for 48 years and 10 months. A 1931 graduate of Benton High
School, be was a gradute of Murray State College and University of
Kentucky.
An Army veteran of World War 11, he was a member of First Missionary Baptist Church, Benton, and a lifetime member of Benton
Lions Club. He served two ternu on the boar& of Western Baptist
Hospital and for 25 years on the Selective Service Board.
His wife, Mrs. Verdi Solomon, to whom he had been married for
61 years, preceded him in death. Two brothers, Lester Solomon and
Lilonel Solomon, and two infant sisters also preceded him in death.
He was the son of the late J.D. Solomon and Ruby Vasseur Solomon.
Survivors include one son, J. Spencer Solomon, Dallas, Texas; and
a sister-in-law, Miss Charlene Darnell, Benton.
The funeral will be Wednesday at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Russell Lievers, the Rev. Sammy
Cunningham, and Gene Gilliland will officiate. Burial will follow in
Benton Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m, today
(Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, Paducah, or Marshall County Hospital, Benton, or to First Missionary Baptist Church, Benton.

HOG MARKET
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Mrs. Manon Futrell Key

Mrs. Monty Britton Adams
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131411-374141
1211.91-34.5.

Final rites for Mn. Monty Britton Adams were Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
in the chapel of Bowfin Funeral Home, Dresden, Tenn. Wayne Perkins
and Terry Griffin officiated.
Pallbearers were Hal Adams, George Evans, Jackey Lamb, Charles
Pettit, Joe Bavido and Ralph Cobb Jr. Burial was in Eastside Cemetery. Mann, Tenn.
Mn. Adams. 72, Dresden, Tenn., died Friday, April 25, 1997. at
Columbia Volunteer Hospital, Martin, Tenn.
Survivors include her husband, Chauency J. Adams; two daughters,
Mrs. Nancy Jones and husband, Gary, Murray, and Mrs. Jennifer
Snider, Martin, Tenn.; one son, Randy Adams and wife, Beth, Dresden, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Eliza Johnson, Sharon, Tenn., and Mrs.
Alice McCollum, Fairview Heights, Ill.; seven grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.

Mrs. Manon Futrell Key, 94, Paris, Tenn.. died Saturday, April 26,
1997, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
She had retired as an inspector for Salant & Salant, formerly of
Paris. She was the oldest member of Bird's Creek Bapist Church at
Whitlock. Tenn.
The widow of S.W.(Hop) Key, she was born Jan. 28, 1903. in Murray, to the late Elisha Futrell and Rebecca Jane Parker Futrell. One
son, Henry Thomas Key, one grandson, Brooks Greer, and several sisters and brothers also preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Maxine Greer and husband,
Willie, a grandson, Tommy Key, who she raised from birth, and his
wife, Wilma, one granddaughter, Vikki Grissom and husband, Chris,
all of Paris; four great-grandchildren, Michael Key and wif,e Melissa,
Christy Key, Caleb Grissom and Cayce Grissom; two great-greatgrandchildren, Andrew Key and Alex Key; several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral rites were Monday at 11 a.m. in LeDari Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris. The Rev. Steve Gallimore and the Rev. L.G.
Hall officiated.
Pallbearers were Bill Freeland, Billy Ray Smith, Coleman Crews,
Herbert Ross, Bill Hart and Harold Pillow. Burial was in Memorial
Cemetery, Paris.

James H.(Harold) Thurman
Services for James H. (Harold) Thurman were today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Terry Ellis and Garry
Evans officiated. Music was by Mrs. Oneida White, organist, and Darrell Gibson, vocalist.
Pallbearers were John W. Thurman, Gary Lamb, Charles McCuiston, Sammy Housden, Ricky Norsworthy, James Harold Housden, Donald Stom, Bob Tanner and John Britten. Burial was in Hicks
Cemetery.
Mr. Thurman, 65, Murray, died Saturday, April 26, 1997, at 11:50
a.m. at his home.
Born Nov. 11, 1931, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Walter N. Thurman and Jessie Mae Stewart Thurman. Also preceding
him in death were two sisters, Mrs. Hilda McCuiston and Mrs. Pauline
Williams, and two brothers, Ruble Thurman and Sam Thurman.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Janice Fay Couzens, Tucson,
Ark., and Mrs. Judy A. Sullivan, Mt. Juliet, Tenn.; three sons, James
S. Thurman, John W. Thurman and Torn Thurman, all of Murray; four
sisters, Mrs. Nell Norsworthy, Mrs. Myrtle Mohundro, and Mrs. Polly
Lamb, all of Murray, and Mrs. Willodean Richardson, Copan, Okla.;
two brothers, John Stewart Thurman, Murray, and Orville Thurman,
Paducah; five grandchildren.

Mrs. Cleo Fay Steen Jacks
Funeral rites for Mrs. Cleo Fay Steen Jacks were Monday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Terry Ellis and
Boyd Smith officiated. Richard Jones was organist.
Active pallbearers were Caleb Ingram, Christopher Lloyd Jacks,
Jack Gillis, Bill Kennedy, Dr. Eldon Heathcott, Dr. Durwood Beatty,
and Arlie Scott. Members of Esther and Soloman Sunday School Classes of First Baptist Church, Dr. Mehdi Ahnadi, and members of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice Program were honorary
pallbearers. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Together We Build at
First Baptist Church, 203 South Fourth St., Murray; or Dr. Lloyd P.
and Cleo Fay Steen Jacks Scholarship Fund, Sparks Hall, Murray
State University, Murray; or Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice Program, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Jacks, North Fourth Street, Murray, died Saturday, April 26,
1997, at 1:20 p.m. at her home.
Survivors include her husband, Dr. Lloyd P. Jacks, retired professor
at Murray State University; one daughter, Mrs. Donna R. Ingram and
husband, Dr. Jerry Ingram, West Monroe, La.; one son, Patrick Lloyd
Jacks and wife, Susan Knapp Jacks, Jackson, Tenn.; three grandchildren, Caleb Ingram, Christopher Loyd Jacks and Melissa Fay Jacks;
four sisters, Mrs. Rea Dubuisson, New Orleans, La., Mrs. Betty Gillis,
Vicksburg, Miss., Mrs. Dorothy Stallings, Baton Rouge, La., and Mrs.
Jane Kennedy, Boswell, Pa.; two brothers, Leo Steen and Gene Steen,
Vicksburg, Miss.
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Stock Market Report

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

Dow Jones lad. Avg. 4444.44 • 77.47
Air Pr.oducts...-.....- UsIs unc K U Energy-..-.-.— 301/4 unc
Kroger
+ 3/s
Bell South
+ 7/s L G & E
- i/s
Brigp Si Stratton-- 4fl3/14 + '/i4 Lucent Tech......... S41/2 + 11/4
Bristol Myers Squibb 633/4 +
Mattel —....-.....-.....-.. 27 + 'Is
CBT Corp. Ky.
,
21,/2 B 23 A McDonald,
+%
Chrysler
30 + 1/4 Merck
+ 3/4
Dean Foods..............361/s unc Microsoft .....-......... 116'/s+ 2
Exxon
+
J.C. Penney................47 + 1/2
Ford Motor............ 34/
3
4 + 1/4 Peoples First'231/2 B 241/4 A
General Electric.1083/4 + 11/2 Quaker Oats......390/16 +
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Murray, KY 42071
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Education is best defense
against child abduction
Walking to school and riding
bicycles are both activities most
kids experience without giving a
second thought to their safety. However,as the world changes,children
are exposed to a number of situations that could lead to their
abduction.
According to Ray Stoess, Executive Director of the Kentucky Sheriffs' Association, no one is helpless
and they suggest that education is
the best defense against child
abductions.
Learning of a child's abduction is
one of the most traumatic emotions
a parent can experience. Tragically,
families in the United States are no
stranger to this feeling. Recent
statistics from the National Center
for Missing and Exploited Children
indicate that approximately 1.3 million children are reported missing or
abducted every year.
"The dire reality of child abduc-

Folin•Id. 'Hew fivir•lo-ffi
12-Month
Certificates of Deposit

With a Peoples First
Checking Account

Billy Mack Easley

MSU commencement set
for Cutchin Fieldhouse

Trust
Your
Grange
Agent To
Help You Stay Afloat.

April 28 thru
May 5, 1997

CATOTC11

tion is that the abductor gains
control over the authorities," said
Stoess. "The world isn't always a
safe place for children and it's up to
parents to educate them on what
they can do to avoid dangerous
situations and,if need be,aid in their
own escape."
Child abductors come in many
forms; neighbors, ex-spouses and
family friends. Its impossible to
shelter children from the many
The funeral for Billy Mack Easley will be today at 3 p.m. in the
dangers they may encounter while chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Charles
Parker,
growing up. However, the sheriffs' the Rev. R.L. Dotson, and Sis. Peggy Nau will
officiate.
association has some suggestions on
Pallbearers will be Greg Douglas, Chris Douglas, Mike McGregor,
how parents can better protect and Jim Mullins, Ray Galloway, Art Johnson, Chris Brundige,
Matt Dobeducate their children through ab- son and Mark Dobson, active; Jewell Shultz, Harry G.
Wilford, Jerry
duction prevention education.
Johnson, Charles Sisson, Howard Cochran, John Harmon and Gail
-Children must continually be Dobson, honorary. Burial will follow in Highland
Park Cemetery,
aware of their surroundings — if Mayfield.
something seems suspicious or unFriends may call at the funeral home.
comfortable, avoid the situation.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Mayfield Need Line,
-Never open the door to strangers
Mayfield, KY 42066 or Multiple Myeloma Fund, 2120 Stanley Hills
or tell them on the telephone that no
Dr., Los Angeles, CA 90046.
one else is home.
Mr. Easley, 56, State Rt. 464, Mayfield, died Sunday, April 27,
•Always keep recent photographs
1997,
at 6:40 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
of your children available.
He had retired as sales impuger at Howard D. Happy Company
-Public restrooms should be
where he worked for 25 year. One sister, Bobbie Easley, preceded
avoided by children if they are by
him
in death. He was the son of the late Raymond C. Easley and
themselves.
Lorena
Sisson Easley.
-Never approach a car whose
Survivors
include his wife, Mrs. Maxine Sims Easley, Mayfield;
driver is seeking directions —
two aunts, Virginia Easley, Mayfield, and Corinne Underwood, Fuladults seldom rely on children for
ton; several cousins.
accurate information.
'Request that your child's school
call a parent or guardian if a child is
more than an hour late arriving to
school.
•Avoid
wearing
restrictive
clothing.
The annual return of warmer guests of the university at a recep-Always walk facing traffic so weather, leafy trees and flowers tion on Cutchin Field immediately
that you can see approaching cars. blooming heralds the end of another following graduation.
'
Teach children to use a pay academic year at Murray State UniStudents, both those receiving
phone and make sure that they
versity and the beginning of the undergraduate or graduate degrees,
always carry an emergency quarter. graduation celebration.
who will be participating in the
•Take special precautions in
The commencement ceremony at graduation ceremony should attend
stairwells, elevators and parking the university is scheduled for Sa- an informational meeting on Wedgarages.
turday, May 10,at 10 a.m. in Racer nesday, May 7, from 12:30-1 p.m.
'
Walk in the center of the
Arena in the Cutchin Fieldhouse on in Lovett Auditorium. Information
sidewalk to allow for distance
campus. Graduates and their fami- helpful to graduating students reon both sides.
lies and friends will be special garding the commencement ceremony will be reviewed during the
meeting.
Graduates should line up on
Cutchin Field at 9 a.m. on May 10
for the ceranony. In case of rain,
student line-up will be in the Can
Health Building. Graduates who do
not plan to be a pat of the commencement cerenxxiy are asked to
contact either die office of the vice
president for academic affairs at
(502) 762-3744 or the admissions
office at (502) 762-3741.
On Friday, May 9,students earning special awards will be honored.
The traditional Honors Day progEvery boat owner knows that boats come with special
ram will begin at 3:30 p.m. in the
problems - like where to get boat insurance that won't scuttle
Curris Center Ballroom. A reception for those attending will follow
your plans for fun. Fortunately, as an independent Grange
the program on the Curris Center
Insurance agent, I can offer you the coverage and personal
Concourse. Families and friends of
service you need to keep you sailing
honored students arc invited to
attend.
.smoothly for years to come. Call me

Yous row asow.

la Peoples First

today for more information about
Grange Boat Insurance.

INSURANCE CENTER

Member FDIC

Ballard • Calloway • Graves • Livingston • Marshall • McCracken
www.Peoples-laLeoni e-mail: hank@Peoples-lislcom
* APY assumes interest is compounded semiannually and is accurate as of 4/24/97. A penalty will be
imposed for early withdrawal. A $500 minimum balance is required to open the account and obtain the
annual percentage yield. Offer available April 28-May 5,1997.

INSURANCE
Yourpartner in protection

David R K:ng

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

OF MURRAY

• Daily & Weekly Kentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us for Kates

901 Sycamore, Murray

Holland Motor Sales

753-8355

513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
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Freedom Fest
Spring
City-wide
Yard Sale

at-

ge.G.

Saturday, May 3 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
100+ yard sales all over town!

ws,

Maps with sites of yard sales and descriptions
of items to be sold are available for $1 in the
Murray Tourism Commission office at the
Commerce Centre in front of the new WalMan Supercenter on May 2 from 7:30 a.m.4:30 p.m. and on May 3 from 6 a.m.-noon.

.m.
nd

For more information, call 759-2199
or 1-800-715-5004.
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• Wicker Furniture
• Assorted Wicker Baskets
• Silk Flowers & Greenery
• Oriental Porcelain
• Tins
• Storage Bins
• Fixtures
• Stainless Steel Sinks
• Coffee
• Hard Candy
• Chocolate, Cookies &
Other Specialty Food
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SPECIALTY FOODS
.
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VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713
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HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 63 5.
Nice consignment dothing.
$1.00 Buys mans, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Cell
489-2243 Of 753-6981

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981.
CONCEALED weapons
classes. Weekly classes
Call 800-699-8448, ask for
Richard.
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700

1997 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
slenderized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
ycm, ca your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to 5760 in
1997.
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
733-4199
or nationwide
14100-453-4199
-our 35th year of service"

NUTRENA Feed now at
State Line Feed Store located next to State Line
Western World, 1.8 miles
West of Hazel, Hwy 893W.
502-492-6144. Horse feed
$4 950 $1.00 off River Run
Dog Food
REVOLUTIONARY new
weight loss program *slender now is finally available
in our area. Guaranteed to
lose weight or your money
back Call for free cassette
(502)527-0881 or
(800)434-6918.
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Check our prices on prefinished
& unfinished oak hardwood,
carpet & tile.

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Knight Sales & Installation Ica Taaa Rd
Jay Knight
Knights
Mach Knight
Hwy 641 - 1V, Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards

J4fr
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Wray

753-7728
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NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!

of

to

CLEANING a my business
Home or office Call Linda,
759-9553

Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may he
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A

Lost
And Found
FOUND Rottweiler Gall to
indent*/ 767-9374
LOST Pomeranian on Cohoon Rd Female, needs
medication has heart trouble Call 753-0602
LOST: Small Torrid mix
dog, white w/black spots.
mostly black face w/some
brown & white Aurora/
Hardin/ Olive area- Collect
354-6567pm Reward!

RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR Leading manufacturer of high quality plastic
products has immediate
opening for a team oriented
production supervisor . Requires 8 years supervisory
experience, strong people
handling skills and analytical skills Hands on processing skills include setup, start up. sampling,
automation, process troubleshooting and optimizing
cycles in injection moldong.
Position available is for

LOST- Grey metal tool box
Friday 4/25097, along Rt second shift Excellent sal280/94 Between Blood ary and benefits package.
River Campgrounds & MurReply to:Human Resource
ray Call 436-5321
Department. P 0 Box 766,
Hopkinsvale, KY 42241

CHURCH SECRETARY17.5 hours per week, prepare weekly bulletin/ newsletter, must be proficient
with WordPerfect. Send resume with references to
PO Box 1040 F, Murray, KY
42071 by May 2st.
COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hours
20K to $50K/yr
1-800-348-7186 X 486

020

fly
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NATIONAL Co seeking
highly professional 8 experienced personnel in billing medicare medicaid,
etc Accounting &computer
experience a plus Send
resume to Director of Operations PO Box 147, Paducah KY 42002 0147

BRICKLAYER helpers Expenence preferred Must
have own transportation &
be dependable Pay 0 E
Call 435-4550, after 6pm

10th & Arcadia • 753-0921

27,

2 FEMALE students look
ing for roommate to share
beautiful 4br furnished
home Ublibes, phone inducted $200/mo Deposit
required 759-8345

Murray
ATTN
GOVT-POSTAL JOBS
Now hiring start $12.84 /
$16.74 hr. Information and
application 818-506-5354
Ext. 3203.

ENGLISH FARMS"'

e,
ills

Doresetle
& Childcare

Help
Wanted

Sat., May 3rd • 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

er,

help
Wanted

050

CONCRETE finishers,
truck drivers, heavy equipment operators. Experience preferred. Pick up application at 719 S. 4th St
CUSTOMER SERVICE
POSITION- Handles order
entry. accounts receivable,
customer inquires General
accounting knowledge and
computer skills a must.
Must work well with others.
Send resume, salary history & references to. PO
Box 1040-M, Murray, KY
42071.
DAY help needed Apply at
Dutch Essenhaus, Hwy
121 N.
DISTRIBUTORS wanted
An opportunity to build your
own business in the wellness field. Call 753-6079
and leave message.
EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home
Start now. No experience
Free supplies, into No obligation. Send LSASE to
ACE,dept 1209 Box 5137,
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
ESTABLISHED MD has
immediate opening for office RN or LPN, 28hrs/
week. Please send resume
lo: P.O.Box 10400, Murray, KY 42071.
EXPERIENCED auto body
8 frame technician Excellent pay S. benefits Send
resume to. PO Box 1040- A,
Murray, KY 42071
EXPERIENCED LPN or
CMA for busy medical office Non-smoker Send resume & salary requirements to Dr Melissa Mangold, 300 S 8th, Suite
305-E, Murray, KY 42071
No phone calls please
FULL time sales/ cashier
position now available at
Bright's of Murray Apply at
110 S 5th St
FULL time mid- night part
time afternoon cashier
needed Apply between
7arn-2pm at the Coastal
Mart on Chestnut St
HIRING daytime & night
time help Must be able to
work weekends Apply in
person at Wendy's, 1111
Chestnut St Ask to speak
to a manager.
LANDSCAPING helpers
needed 759-5353
NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/ POTENTIAL PROCESSING
MORTGAGE REFUNDS
HOURS
OWN
1-800771-5281 EXT 1209
PATTI'S 1880's Settlement
In Grand Rivers, now ac
milting applications for all
cook positions, bakers &
dislwrashers Please apply
Mon-Fn

SALES $35,000 $100,00Q
+/yr No exp req PT/ FT
territory
Open
1-800-365-7550 ext 72326
SALES- FT/PT seeking individuals with boundless
energy to travel to college
campuses for major credit
card promotions Reliable
& eager Must have car
1-800-592-2121 ext 300
SECRETARY for auto related business Will train if
necessary Send resume
to PO Box 1040 A Murray,
KY 42071
SEEKING mature woman
to babysa ten month old
child in our home three
days a week, minimum.
Non-smoker References
required Please call
435-4635
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Mister Card

10FT fiberglass sheets 2BR, nice, appliances 8
$3/up ea Pashchall Sal water furnished Coleman
vage, Hwy 641, A mile RE, 753-9898
from Hazel 498-8964
DOUBLEWIDE trailer at
HOUSE cleaning 8 comENJOY a beautiful bath- Stella on private lot,
mercial cleaning Call Lon
room New products $450/mo plus deposit
474-8340
Fiberglass by the sheet 753-4058
HOUSE & office cleaning Beautiful assorted colors!
Fast, efficient & reason- Some as low as $5/sheet HARDIN- 14X60 2br,
Phone While it last! Paschal Sal- clean, appliances, *id
able.
vage, v. mile from Hazel on hook-up $325/mo $300
(502)753-6199
deposit 354 9907
Hwy 641. 498-8964
ROOM To Grow Preschool,
a reputable, prestigious SWIMMING '
••
300
center with certified new, 24f1 abo
Bushmen
with
teacher; low teacher/ child walk arou
Rennie
ratios. -openings available rails
p, full
for one to three yew olds 1h
sand filter,
Enroll your child today' Call
Call 753-2079
753-6578 to learn more ab- an
rtosee
out this innovative child deTWO steel buildings, public
velopment center
liquidation, 40x26 was
WILL clean your home $4680 now $2980, 40x57
Very reasonable rates, was $8918 now $5618.
trustworthy & dependable
Must sell, can deliver, blueCall 489-2199
prints
included. 300060 ft warehouse with
1-800-292-0111.
lift ceiling. 602 Maple St,
WILL sit with elderly, sick.
Murray. For information,
Possible live-in Experi753-8964.
ence & references. Call
753-4590 for information.
4 CAR garage. 753-4509.

Apartments
For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

BRAND new 2br, 2 bath
duplex, garage, stove, refrigerator,w/d, deck
Lease No pets 1706 Oakhill Or $600/mo 753-7457

VERY nice 2br 2 bath du
plex vegarage All ap
pliances including w/d can
tral gas h/a Lease plus
deposit, no pets. $575/mo
906 N 20th 753-3119

• soy.

6-11 Storage
All Sizes
A‘ailable

EXTRA nice 2br duplex
Stove, refrigerator, deck
1819 Ridgewood Dr
Lease, deposit No pets
$425/mo 753-7457

ADMIRAL refrigerator,
$100. 753-8743.

100
160

Business
Opportunity
FOR a small investrnen
you can have a turn- key
business you can do from
your home part time or full
time Call 753-6079. Leave
a message and we will
return your call.
MOTHERS 8 Others! Mail
order business, $250+
week, pt/ft. 601-895-0879
visit
or
www.work-trom-home.co
m/m-g.
SMALL business for sale.
Art supplies and framing.
200 So 4th St, Court
Square, Murray. Business
shows continued growth
Call 436-2533 leave message or 753-7201.

SUPERVISOR of AV &
Computer Services, National Scouting Museum of
the Boy Scouts of America,
120
Inc. Position to begin May
1997. Qualifications: BaComputer*
chelor's degree in computers or related field plus 2+ COMPUTER CLASSES
years experience and NOW BEING HELD DAYS
knowledge of Macintosh AND EVENINGS FOR
and IBM computers(includ- WINDOWS 95, INTERing programming, Internet NET, MS OFFICE AND
access, networking, repair OTHERS. CALL HAWKand maintenance) re- INS RESEARCH AT
quired Knowledge of elec- 753-7001 TODAY.
tronic security systems,
certification to teach Red
Cross CPR and First Aid
Want
desired. Some knowledge
TO Iluy
and skill in woodworking,
mechanical and electrical 1,000 GALLON propane
repair highly desired Good tank 436-5455
people skills required Re- ANTIQUES, collectibles &
sponsibilities - Maintenance memorabilia. 1pc or all
of Audiovisual, computer you've got. Call Larry at
and robotic exhibit equip- 753-3633.
ment, train and supervise
staff of 4+ people, purchase ANTIQUES by the piece or
and maintain hardware and collections. 753-9433 day
software for all museum or night.
functions, oversee, plan
CASH paid for good, used
and coordinate building
rates, shotguns, and pissecurity and maintenance,
tols. Benson Sporting
including outdoor ropes Goods, 519 S. 121h,
course. Salary. According
Murray
to qualifications and expen
HIGH GRADE LOGS OR
ence, plus excellent benefits. Application Deadline: STANDING TIMBER.
LARGE OR SMALL
May 2. 1997 To Apply
Send letter of application, TRACTS. SPECIALIZING
resume, lest of references, IN WHITE OAK & POPCALL
LAR .
and college transcripts to
1-800-342-0942.
PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. Murray State WANTED Riding mowers
University is an equal edu- that need work 436-2867
cation and employment op
portunity, M/F/D, AA
150
employer
Articles
For Sae
WELDER 8 pipe fitter.
Apply in person at Ernie SEE us for your barn or roo
Davis 8 Son's mechanical metal Cut to length. Cov
job trailer. 1421 St Rt 121 ers 36 inches, many colors
N, Murray, KY Regional Economy Metal & Supply
Special Event Center
Co. 489-2722
in

FREE
11 Blade Pocket Knife
with every L.P. Gas purchase.
New 20 lb. Gas Tank $19.95.
Used 100 lb. Gas Tanks $39.95
B&B Broker's
701 South 12th
753-4389
Ad Muss Be Present

Home
Furnishings
COUCH & love seat, Ugh
blue mauve & teal Good
condition. 753-4575 after 5
LOVE seat/ sofa, modern,
almost new, $150
(502)251-2077
160

Lean &
Garden
1994 JOHN Deere STX 38
excellent condition, 12hp,
$1100. 436-2691.
190

IN Hazel- 2000 square foot
building with heat and air
conditioning in large office
and half bathroom Located
at 307 4th Street, suitable
for warehouse or small business Immediate occupancy at $400 per month
(negotiable) Call 492-8149
between 5:00 and
1000pm.

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
220

Musical
BALDWIN Fun machine or
gan Call 759-9439 leave
message
NEEDED to buy or as a
donation Portable sound
system, 4-6 mike output,
stands All in goal condition for Main Street Youth
Center, a non-profit organization Call 759-4410, Karen Greer

120
mints
For Rent
1 8 2BR apartments Stove
refrigerator, washer, dryer,
dishwasher, water, trash
pick-up & lawn care provided. Farmington Square
Starts at $315/mo plus deposit No pets. 762-4483 or
345-2748 after 4pm.

clarion
4C Ark 114.

A

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
, Dixieland center

753-0113

1984 CHAMPION mobile
home 14X64. Must move
$ 1 3,000.
Call
502-382-2443,
1995 16X80 38R
mobile home
MI
0•

•

on 94
2111. after

2BR trailer for sale
753-9866

38R, 14 baths, gas heat.
316 N 6th No pets.
$435/mo plus deposit Appliances furnished
762-4483 8am•4pm,
345-2748 after 5prn
4BR, 2 bath bock at 1609
Wiswell Rd $600/mo Central h/a Available now Cotamen RE, 753-9898
SMALL house on private lot
7 miles East of Murray
Linzy Beane 436-2582

Now Renting
apts., duplex's.

753-8767

759-4696

1303 Chestnut St.
Office toesia Is Bradley Book Company.

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS
Managing Stress * Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:
Eating - Sleeping
Studying - Nail Biting

0
Don Hellkamp 759-600
cure.
What the mind can cause, the mind can

FREE CONSULTATION

1BR apartment partically
furnished, water paid, dose
to campus. $235/mo. No
pets 753-1203.

HALEY'S
,ZUgt9Puck
MRentai and Sales

1BR apartment, all appliances including washer
8 dryer. Call Mur-Cal Realty, 753-4444.
1BR, low utilities, appliances & water included
No pets Reference & deposit required. $235/mo
753-3949.
1BR, nice, appliances furnished. Coleman RE.
753-9898.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray. 753-4109

270

/ ALPINE
bicicldbitiroscrib-

2BR, central gas h/a, $450
plus deposit 753-5592.

Specializing in

INSULATION Sale Giant 2 AND 3 bedroom apartpile of 4X8 insulation All ments available! Come an
prices, need to sell Pas- apply today! 'Carpeting
chall Selvage, Hwy 641, fl 'Lots of closet space •
mile from Hazel 498-8964 Range & refrigerator 'Central heat 8 air •Laundry
JUST received, truckload room on site • Playground
&
of used commodes,sinks
*Handicap accessible 'E
bathtubs Sacrifice prices! qual Housing Opportunity
We're overcrowded Pas- Office hours: M-F 7.3m
chall Salvage, 7. mile from to 3:30pm Call 437-4113 or
Hazel on Hwy 641
TDDi 1-800-545-1833 Ext
498-8964
287.
KILN dried yellow pine saw
2BR
central h/a, ap.
dust. $25 a truck load, dechances, Wage, $375/mo
livered 753-4498
753-8096
WEDDING PACKAGE Af2BR Duplex, c./h/a, w/d
fordable, romantic,elegant
hookup, deck, ceiling fans,
Planned just for you Inappliances furnished,
cludes little chapel, or$425/mo Deposit & lease
dained minister, music,
required 436-5725.
m-o-h
flowers, bridal gown,
dress, tuxedos, videos & 2BR duplex, central h/a,
photos. Honeymoon suite *id hook-up No pets
iacuzzi and limousine On 436-5960
beautiful KY Lake
1-888-367-6757 or 2BR duplex, appliances,
753-1300 free info Mr J's fenced backyard, $415/m0.
Formal Wear & Limousine deposit Available 5/9
492-8393.
Noble
Howe For Selo

2BR. central gas h/a, 121
N, 1 mile past Graves Co
Line No pets, references,
lease & deposit required,
$350 489 2440 leave
message

Come by for a list of avail-abilities.

1 ROOM furnished efficiency new MSU. Partical
utilities furnished. Coleman
RE, 753-9896

210

2 & 48R houses Lease &
deposit required
753-4109

als
BS Renthouses,

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
753-3853

BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744. Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies.

UNFURNISHED upstairs
apartment, 2br, $300 per
month plus deposit. Water
8 garbage paid Call
753-8355 between 8 and 5.

SMALL office space
753-4509 or 753-6612.

19FT Field cultivator, very
good. IH 3 point backhoe
attachment, 1511 Lely- Fiettera Cat, 2 quick hitch
492-8790.

Spoils
EluiPtIonl

NICE 1-2 & 31ir apts or
3-4br house w8vasher &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm

OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 51h St.
753-8302 or 753-9621

New Buildings
All Sizes Available

200

Homes
For Rant

LARGE 2br, central gas
h/a, super low utilities Utility room, appliances No
pets, quiet. $395 8 Lease
753-8828

OFFICE space for rent Call
753-7634

Farm
Equipment

SUPER- C Farmall with 2
row cultivator, $2 1 00
753-4847.

3.10

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesay Village, Ibr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

753-5585

WILL sit with sick & elderly.
References 436-5008.

120

120

Noble
No... For Rent

Articles
Fat Sale

2BR, near MSU Ap
piances furnished Available now. Coleman RE
753-9898
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 1,2 & 38R sportmeets. lAur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Or,
Murray, KY, 759-4984
Housing
Equal
Opportunity
BRAND new Ibr. I bath
apartment $375/mo, Imo
deposit lyr lease. No pets.
753-2906 or 753-7538.

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
p.4

25 yrs. In Business

bv411%
Xinr.Wfs
Formal Wear and Limousine
1411116141Pa
TUXEDOS- '97 NEW 97 STYLES
400 styles to select from

FREE
'97 Charms
304 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

1-888-367-6757
(502) 753-1300
(502) 739-4713

MIS POSITION
MIS Position available Qualifications include: Bachelors degree in computer or
related field plus minimum 5 years work
experience, RPG400 programming,
AS400 system management skills, and
able to supervise people. Responsibilities
include purchase and maintenance of
hardware/software. PC/LAN knowledge a
plus. Send resume and salary requirements to P.O Box 1040-S, Murray, KY
42071.

TRACTOR TRAILER DRIVERS
Rollins Dedicated Carriage Services, Inc.
has an immediate opening for DOT qualified tractor trailer drivers with at least 2
years experience. Work is primarily over
the road, steady, home each week. You
will earn excellent wages and a full
benefits package including major medical, vision, dental, prescription, retirement program, and much more. For
further details, call 502-753-1156. Must
pass DOT physical examination and drug
screen.
Equal Opportunity Employer

12
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For Rest
Ot Wee

Femme
For Sale

CREEKVIEW Seff-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40hno 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units wale b Ie
753-2905 or
753-7536.

AKC Collie pups, shots &
wormed, $100 Austaiban
Shepherd/ Blue Heeler mix
pups, $35 753-4545
AKC Rottweiler 1st shots &
wormed, $150 527-5224
CHAIN link dog kennel,
12'X8', 6' tall, 4 runs with
houses $350 Call
753-5950

MINI- farm 324 acres
fenced with shed 38, 2
bath, family room, new
lutcron, porch Well & ftekt
We 2 miles from school, 5
miles from town & lake Low
$50's 4892226

2BR 1 bath, 1 car garage,
gas hie, recent remodel,
new wiring, plumbing. roof.
502 Olive $49,500 Cal for
appointment to see,
759-4960
3BR, 2 bath brick home on
large lot in quiet subdivision Many unique features After 5pm call
753-4086

Services
Mend

Names
Fie kis

By Owner:
Small lake house,
with excellent lake
view from front deck,
large detached garage/shop in back, access to boat ramp,
walking distance to
lake. Complete w/
A.C., stove, refrigator, washer, dryer, &
microwave, ready to
move into. For the
money this is one of
the best pieces of lake
property around.

753-7612

1979 LINCOLN towricar,
only 118,XXX miles, runs
well, V-8, a/c WM sell!
Hurry! $4100. 762-4696

1900 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royale, very good con
dawn 437-4816
1991 BUICK Riviera, blue,
Mather, all extras, second
cat Only 88xxx, mostly in
driven miles Call
762-4441, John

1993 FORD Mustang.good
condition, red, 74,XXX
DOG obedience classes or
LOVELY 3 or illor 1 bath, 2 miles. $6,900. 767-0771.
private. Serving Murray 17
story brick home Let your
1995 DODGE Neon, 2dr,
years 436-2858
kids walk to school Close
white, 5sp, good conditiat
to Murray Middle School &
Need to sell, best reason430
4EIR, 2 bath, 2 story brick Hospital Newly remodeled able offer' 436-6026, leave
kitchen & cabinets, new
house. Chia, fenced yard
message
carpet, central gas & air
767-9072
Large backyard Excellent 1995 TOYOTA Camry,
HALEY Appraisals Bob 4BR, 3 bath house with home for young couple Of- sunroof, power windows,
Haley, state certified
fenced in back yard, on fered at $69,500 cd player, excellent condi759-42.18.
Tabard Dr in Martin 753-3445
tion. $13,500. 753-4282 or
753-3415.
KOPPERUD Realty has Heights. Reasonably prbuyers waiting to purchase iced. 492-6200 or MOVING out of state, 1996 REGAL,real
nice,low
must sell! 3 BR lA bath
homes-all price ranges If 753-7688.
miles, lots of warranty left
you are thinking of selling- BRICK home with carport ranch. Brick with carport Below loan value Call
contact one of our courte- plus detached garage and and detached garage on 753-2260.
ous and professional workshop Just now on the 1.47 acres. Many special
agents at 753-1222 or stop market Priced in the 40's. features, $69,000. Call 1995 CHEVY Monte Carlo
437-4309 for a showing.
by office at 711 Main St
Call Ed at Century 21,
Z-34,3.4L V-6,red,43,XXX
753-1492.
NEW, 2 story, 48, 2.4
miles. Sharp' $12,900
SALE or lease: 3.6 acres
baths. Open foyer, col- 435-4041.
joining Super Wal-Mart & BY Builder: New 41x, 2A
4-lane (641). Owner financ- bath house with 3 car gar- umns, tile floors, etc, etc
to
300
ing to qualified buyer or wit age This house has too City subdivision:
4013,
sell. 759-2571,
Used
provide a favorable lease
many amenities to Net. Call 435-4040.
nude
753-3949
753-3903 for further
information.
NEW brick home by buil- 1971 CHEVY 4X4
der Main floor: 3 bed- 189-2357.
BY owner: Reyes: area- 2 rooms, 2 baths, large mas- 1979 GMC Caballero. Askacres country living. 5 ter suite w/2 walk-in closets ing $1,250. 489-2758
h ACRE choice corner lot, MOMS With floored attic that & garden tub. Large eat-in
new subdivision, just out- could convert into 2 more kitchen with oak cabinets, 1985 CHEVY A ton, livb,
side city limits, natural gas, bedrooms. 2 car carport. formal dining room, foyer looks & runs good $3,200
city water. By owner. $48,000. For appointment- with hardwood floors. Up- obo. 759-9196, after 6pm
per floor: 500sq ft. Bonus
759-2153.
(901)247-5369.
room, 4 bath & large attic 1987 NISSAN, 4wd
CROSSFIELD Subdivision ESTATE sale: 38, 1 bath, storage. 25'x24', 2 Car gar- $3,500. 437-4272.
lots- underground utilities. in town, garage, central h/a age, 12'x24' deck with ac- 1988 CHEVY Silverado
with separate 1 bedroom cess from family room & C1500 SWB, stepside,
753-5541 or 759-1159.
rental unit, $63,900.
QUAIL RUN SUBDIVI- Household furnishings, ap- master suite. Super nice lot loaded, 70xxx miles.
105'x139' with all public 436-2794 or 742-3596
SION SPRING SALE.
pliances, and more items. utilities, V.4 miles west of
(Pager).
Large lots in quiet and
759-9932.
MSU on ail-de-sac in Great
serene Quail Run Subdivi1990 MAZDA p/u, SE-5,
sion Price reduction for the EXECUTIVE home in neighborhood. Top quality air, p/s, am/fm tape, bed
construction
priced
at
less
spring season. Close to Spring Creek Oaks. Priced
liner. 753-5121.
town with water,sewer,and below appraisal Will con- than $50 per sq ft. Ph
759-4059.
1993 CHEVROLET picksider
trade
and
owner
fitrees. Priced from $9,900.
p/b, topper,
Favorable owner financing nancing 753-1566
NEW house, 3br, 2 baths, up, air,
$7,995. Call 767-9435.
available Call Ed at Cenlarge
living
room,
large
fully
FOR sale by owner: Tntury 21. 753-1492.
level home, 4br, 2 bath, equipped kitchen, large di- 1994 CHEVY ext cab truck,
SOUTH of Murray in Green formal living room and di- ning room,large front porch white. Call 435-4004 or
ning room, large family & deck, attached garage 753-2212, after 7pm
Plains Subdivision Nice 'h
acre building lots with room with fireplace. New Approximately Y. of a mile 1994 NISSAN XE, king
prices beginning at $7,000/ Trane gas heat and air, new North from city limits cab, 23xxx miles, all extras,
single or $12,500 for 2 lots. roof, garage door and all 436-5437, 436-5362 or still under warranty. Bank
Municipal water, subdivi- new appliances. Com- 759-4567.
retail $11,900, will loan
sion restrictions. Contact pletely redecorated inside NEW house for sale. 38, 2 $10,425. Make offer.
Rich at Kopperud Realty. and out. Ready for immedi- full baths, 2 car garage, 759-4712.
ate possession at 1207 Do- cathedral ceilings, recess
753-1222.
ran Road. 753-8998.
lights, central h/a, city wa- 1995 CHEVROLET S-10
ext cab, black, custom
d50
FOR sale by owner: ter, natural gas. North of
wheels, factory lift, Limited
Farms
1000sq ft log cabin located Murray on Wells Purdom
Edition, 30xxx miles. Call
Rd.
1964sp
ft
under
roof.
For Sale
1400 Diuguid. Furnished
1500 living. $95,000. Call 759-5661 after 5pm.
appliances.
Like
new.
FOR sale 33'4 acres, 2
or 753-9785, leave message. 1995 MAZDA B-2300, base
miles west Lynn
19 502-236-2210
502-236-2751,
after
6pm
NEWLY weds don't buy truck, take over payments.
Acres t
all FOR sale by owner: House home till you see this one!2 753-4114.
by ap- & apprx 3.7 was Call year old home, furnished,
520
2br, 2% baths, living room,
ent only
753-1126 after 5pm
family room, screened in
Boats
FOR sale or rent to own
patio, air conditioner,
I *lore
MINI FARM SPECIAL! 27 New
3br, 2 bath house in forced air heat, enclosed
acres +1-, located south of
Lynn Grove Gas heat, wa- garage 5 minutes to KY 1985 21FT Celebrity ski
Kentucky in Henry Co. Four
ter, cable, 1957sq ft, Call Lake. $46,930. 753-1718. boat with inboard Merbedroom brick home, milk
cruiser engine. Excellent
435-4021 after 4pm.
barn with equipment, two
NEW on the market. Well condition, low hours. Instock barns, equipment IMMEDIATE occupancy. maintained, 3br, 2 bath cludes trailer. $6,500. Call
shed, grain bins, plus more! 1700sq ft living area. 3br, brick home with vinyl trim. Bill 753-1222 days,
Price reduced to $95,500 17, bath, central h/a, beau- Detached 24x24 garage 753-6620 evenings.
for immediate sale! Call tiful suriroom, security sys- with vinyl siding. Spacious,
Rick or Tommy Moody at tem, carport Fenced back- fenced backyard with 2111 1987 BAYLINER, $2,750
Moody Realty Co., Inc, 414 yard, with lots of shrubs, above ground pool and ad- 753-0563.
Tyson Avenue, Pans, TN. detached garage. $89,000. joining deck. Modern ap1 -800-642-5093
Phone 753-2615.
pliances in kitchen. Resi- 1989 VIP Baliant Rundential area close to town about I/0, 1 owner, excelCall for an appointment. lent condition, garage kept,
trailer included wr chrome
753-7836.
wheels & white letter tires
PRICE Reduced! 4BR, 2 Cal 489-2470.
bath, unique/ spacious
—Vim &ay6at& " brick home, 2400sq ft, cen- 1990 SUNTRACKER 18ft
tral heat/ air. large fenced bass buggie& trailer, 40hp
'h;40.-ihilLibilisikamLasetimal
,,,,,
yard, nice neighborhood, Johnson motor Just like
_
$95,500- FSBO. 767-9072. new. (901)479-1383 days,
(502)472-1726 after 5pm
3BR brick, attached garage, 1h bath, central heat
& air, large deck, city water
1 2 acres $78,500
753-4387
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-Wonderful Address 112 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.
Call 502-435-4487 or 800-265-7786

THE paint isn't dry on this
new 4br, 2.5 bath home.
Palladian windows adorn
the facade of this excellent,
fully functional plan You'll
love the hardwood flooring
throughout, two spaaous
great rooms, soaring ceilings and quality craftsman
ship throughout. Located in
Murray Estates on quiet
cul-de-sac. This home
could be just what your
looking for. For inquires call
435-4487, 759-1828 or
753-9050.

1996 TRACKER Pro Team
17, 401p Mariner, depth
finder, lots extras, 4yr extended warranty on engine.
$8,000. 767-0734
'93 YAMAHA VXR Waverunner. For info call Becky
at 762-2532
MARK Twain, deep V hull,
1975, 18ft, Ford 302 V-8,
tandum trailer See to appreciate
$4.195
753-2084

Parting L005 • SubdIVISCAS

Drivel/IRS

KT. Paving

1989 VW Jetta GI,
120,XXXK, good condition
pit, arc, pis, arnitm cas
setts $2,500 obo
489-2562, leave message
1990 COUGAR, power, air,
red, gray interior $4,500
767-9435

Swaim
Oilseed

3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036
Bill Travis
Phone (502) 474-2779

t

Kenney Travis, Owner
Phone (502) 759-1039
Cellular 559-8434

ons ii4,
ATTENTION 1
Contractor or Home Builders

0

ooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Fro* Estknatets
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667 I
•MI
Free
Estimates

Travis Asphalt Sealing
V Business Parking Lots
V Driveways
Locally Owned
V Competitive Rates
Tony Travis
(H) 502-753-2279

V

(W) 502-559-7489

Owner

a)
FREE ESTIMATES

A at A ELECTalaa
NEW CONSTRUCTION • MOBILE HOME HOOK-UPS
GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

762-0001
Cell. #519-1592
CALL ANYTIME

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer
—We Service All Major Brands—
D'

AMERICAN
STANDARD

Murray, Ky.

HEIL

Lie 0.402182

:4;
k

AFFORDABLE Homes' COUNTERTOPS and
Oradell HOSTAS built on your Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
lot Choose from pions we with formica Wulff's Recovery Murray 436-5660
have or one of your own
Starting at $36 sq ft Free
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
consultaaon & estimate S
decks, fencing, pole barns
& K Construction
sheds,carports Also repair
753-3078/ 753-7091
& rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
ASH Roofing Licensed
insured AM work guaran- 753-7860
teed (502)924 0616, CUSTOM bulldonng and
(502)522-6255
backhoe work, septic sysALCOA vinyl aiding & replacement windows. Dos
count prices Free esu
mates Armor Siding & Window Co 1-800-967-3404 or
901 644-1555
ALL around hauling, junk
clean-up, cleaning out
sheds gutters tree work
Joe, 436-2567
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buldirce,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mayor
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All
brands, Kenmore. 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.
Appliance Repair Service
Professional- Dependable
502-767-9552.

DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
DIRT, sand & gravel. Roy
Steele Trucking. Call
753-6879, after 5pm.
DO It All Handyman Remodeling, carpenter work
small additions, roofing,
storage buildings, yards
mowed- large Of small
Free estimates 759-8645.

BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal.
753-0834 or 759-9835.

GARDEN tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
lots. Gerald Carroll,
492-6159,

BACKHOE SERVICE,
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515

HANDYMAN Company.
We do it all! Roofing &
specials.
siding
or
1-888-754-4840
474-8621.

BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed. Free HANDYWORK- odd jobs
estimates. 753-1134, wanted. No job too small
492-8584
Just give us a call,
BREAKING and tractor 436-5759.
tilled gardens, bushogging HARDWOOD FLOOR in
and blade work. Phone stallation and finishing.
753-3413.
Custom design. Affordable
BUSH-HOGGING- garden rates. 753-7860.
and yard tilling- grader HAULING. Spring cleanblade work- front end up. 474-8621.
loader work- yards mowed.
FREE ESTIMATES. Call HAVE openings for 5
POP 492-8530 or Gary lawns. Competitive rates.
489-6077.
753-0912.

S

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy HiN 759-4664.

•

CUSTOM interior & Exterior Of Pans- we do all types
of remodeling, additions.
Floor damage, decks, metal
buildings, painting, electrical and plumbing Call
642-2979. Free estimates!

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664.

(502) 435-4699

4
1 dO
L
F1 r
d
i

tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholw

EVANS Odd Job Service:
Lawn care, landscaping,
mulching, tree removal,
hauling, gutter cleaning,
etc. Free estimate Call
489-2617, leave message
Experienced.

CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water removal
Expert furniture cleaning
Pet odor removal. Free Estimates. LEE'S 753-5827.

Services
Offend

Services
Mend

LAMB Bother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.
LAWN mowing. No rush job
here! personal one on one
service. Gupton's Lawn
Care free estimates
489-2590.

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Free estimates.
COLSON Home Repairs. 753-5827.
Additions, garages, decks,
LEWIS Exterior Ossining
remodeling, vinyl siding
8 Bucket Truck Rental.
20yrs experience
Houses, mobile homes,
753-5592.
brick & vinyl, building, RV's,
CONSTRUCTION & sidewalks. Insured. Free
REPAIR- Free estimates estimates. (502)753-6490.
Remodeling,fencing, decking, plumbing g. electrical. LICENSED for electric and
gas. 435-4358.
489-2832.

Ca
Snide
pushi
whet
Kew

METAL ROOFS Stop repiaang shingles. Go with
quality and style that WS a
lifetime STOCKWELL
CUSTOM METAL ROOFING. We also install windows, siding & soffit Cal
today- 755-49611

GaffIr
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girl ti
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MICHAEL'S Transmis
eons Complete overhaul
on late model, damask,
overdrive transmissions
ASE Certified in automatic
& manual drive transmissions Cal 753-0152
MIDWAY Fence Co
Main Ilnk & vinyl Nonce at
reasonable prIc•s
759-1519.
MIKE'S Carpet Care Deep
deans, protects, decider
izes, reduces allergens
Cal (502)759-8558.
M&M Lawn
753-0023.

Frizz'

Ke'
ray,
Sc ho
four-!

Mowing

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pickup and delivery
753-5668.

Rosenolog
the 1'

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers. Local and Out of
State Moving. 767-9630

Corp.
the 1
Mr
to Eat
at a
Bapti:
terly
West
Mr.
will
Bin
Mr. ;
Clayu

MULCH delivered, Murray
436-5560.
PLUMBING repairs, fast
SENVICEI. 436-5255.
SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, residential or commeraal, Servail Gutter Co
753-6433.
STOP endless painting
with vinyl siding & trim
20yrs experience. Bill
Speed 502-856-4098
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night.
753-5484.

Dar

THE Gutter Co, Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690.

HEY TI
GUY C
PAY I

WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592.
WEST KY Lawn Care.
Mowing, Dimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal. Have references.
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message.

CA

MI

IRVINC
14114
WHY lii
Aff Oct

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves, MonFri,9-12, 1-5. Free estimates. Visa/MC accepted
753-0630.
560
Free
Cokima
FREE to good home:3 part
Lab & part Bird dog pups.
Approx. 1yr old. Call
436-5455, leave message

tiCEE

570

I GURE
F
WERTH!
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Wanted
WANTED: Anyone interested in learning the reel
secret to money prosperity.
Send SASE plus $1 to:
Guaranteed Information,
PO Box 976, Murray, KY.

GETSSOLD

CUSTOM KJTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by arid see our showroom
409 SUNBURY • MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)
753- 5940

CLASSIFIEDS =

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities .
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 4th St. (Neat to Laasstor Mow)• 161161TaY
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS. INC

530

Spring Construction Special!
$35.00 per sq. ft. excluding siding for basic
designed home. Will build on your land or you can
purchase a lot from us. Financing available,
contact Prestige Homes at 753-5628. References
available.

CREDIT PROBLEMS?

DON'T HIDE!
24-HOUR
AUTO LOAN HOTLINE
1-800-748-8353
cS
\ 'k41. GUARANTEED FINANCING
if we can't get you financing well pay
you $100.00. Same Day Delivery.
Call Doug Clark

COUNTRY CHEVROLET
1-800-457-4866
527-8671

Elkort way
Vehicles

1993 JEEP Cherokee
Sport, 66,XXX miles, 40
6cyl, 2wd, 2dr, new tires,
red, $9,500 1979 Jeep
CJ- 7, hard top/ bikini, 6cyl.
pratically new everything
$3,200 502-759-0278,
leave message
1994 FORD Explorer
Sport, gold metalic, loaded,
58,XXX actual miles. Call
753 0882 before 5pm,
753-6647 after 5pm.

Seiview
Offend
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal, tree spray
mg, hedge trimming, land
scaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning. Licensed & insured, Full lone of equip.
ment. Free estimates Tim
Lamb
438-5744,
1400-545-5262.
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spraying, serving Murray, Cabo
way County since 1980
Free estimates 437 3044
or 492-8737

A & A Lawn Care Mowing,
Can
trimming, landscaping, junk
1978 SEVILLE, runs, hauling, tree trimming Se
needs work, $375 as is tisfaction Guaranteed
Mark Lamb 436-5791
Call 5596679

nib Brothers

Tree Service

50.2-436-57441
1..-800-54S83-5.262
LICENSED a INSURER

,
411R,

Free &simmer
21 Hr. Service
H4r4e Thiamine
Trot SprayiAl
Tree a Steamy
Reasovii1

Mrs Tn....moil
(Wow Stnace
Full Low
&imprison,
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SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE!
A new car for Dad? An after-school job for Sis? There's
something for everyone in the Classified section
where advertisers can make the right contacts easily
and economically! Whether you're buying . .. selling
looking for employment . . . it all adds up to

NEIN=0.•.

Free PALLETS
U -haul off loading dock, Murray Ledger &
Times. Leave name and number so we can
notify you of next load.

753-1916

Murray Ledger & Times
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TODAY IN HISTORY

DAILY COMICS

DEAR ABBY: Last Christmas I
was blessed with a visit from my
daughter and her family. When it
came time for them to leave, however, my granddaughter cried her
heart out. We couldn't get the tears
to stop until I said, -Let's ask Mom
if you can spend part of the summer
with me." My daughter agreed, but
now I am faced with a problem. The
trip entails two or three changes of
airplanes.
When I discussed my concern
with a friend, she told me that her
granddaughter had made a plane
trip requiring two airplane changes
each way. In order to ensure her
safety, my friend gave the flight
attendant $40 ($20 for each plane
the child was taking). This was
done for the return trip also. I was
surprised that she had tipped the
flight staff, but she assured me that
this is what is done today.
Is tipping a requirement to guarantee the safety of a child flying
alone, or do the airlines still provide
personal attention for children
without handing gratuities to the
flight staff?
GRANDMOTHER JUDITH,LAWTON,OKLA.
DEAR JUDITH: Your friend
was misinformed. I checked
with three major airlines, and
all three had similar policies regarding children traveling
alone. None of them allows
flight attendants to accept tips.
In order to fly alone, a child
must be at least 5 years old.
There is an additional fee for an
unaccompanied child, but it is
part of the cost of the ticket.
However, fees vary, depending
on the airline and the number
of connecting flights.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLONDIE

*if

DEAR ABBY: To "Concerned
Daughter," whose elderly mother is
taking medication she got from several doctors and trading pills with
friends, I say: Go to Mom's house,
collect her pill bottles, write down
the names and phone numbers and
contents of each. Make a list of
medications Mom swaps with her
pals. Call all the doctors and tell
them exactly what Mom is taking
and who is prescribing what. Ask
specific questions and ask each if he
(or she)is aware that Mom is seeing
Doctors So-and-So. Then mail each
doctor a note giving the names of all
her physicians and the names and
dosages of all her medications.
I am a health-care provider who
almost lost one of my patients to
this same type of drug addiction.
Once I recognized there was a problem and spoke with the doctors,
they began to consult with one another. The patient had to be hospitalized and evaluated, and go through a
drug rehabilitation program.
Abby, in my opinion, it's an
honor to become my parents' protector. They protected me when I was
young, and now it's my turn to protect them.
"Concerned Daughter," please
take my advice immediately - you
could be saving your mother's life.
SPOKE UP IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR SPOKE UP: I'm printing your letter for all of the
"Concerned Daughters" out
there. Your patients are fortunate to have such a caring and
proactive health-care provider.
***
To order "How to Write Letters for All
Occasions," send a business-sized, self%
addressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, ilL 61064-04.47. (Postage is
included.)

It Takes Two to Tango

I GIVE HIM FREE
SOUP THE POOR
GUYS BEEN our
OF WCQK FOR TWO
YEARS

THAT'S NICE OF YOU WE ALL
NEED TO HELP EACH OT'WER
OUT LIKE THAT

SURE DO.. HES THE BANKER
WHO OKAYED THE LOAN sON THIS PLACE

South dealer.
then discards the ten of clubs.
Neither side vulnerable
Ordinarily, West's high club disNORTH
card would be a signal for East to
I.
4 J 76
shift to a club rather than a heart.
tit
96 3
But in this case, if East returns a
•6 5 4 2
club and declarer plays the jack, he
IhrM
4732
makes two notrump, while a heart
0
_
41 /
WEST
EAST
0191
return causes him to lose two club
•
1711177171
4853
4 A 94
tricks at the end and go down one.
J 854
p1072
How can East deduce that he
* J 10 9
•K Q 7 3
should lead a heart rather than a
- H-19
44 A 10 9
4Q 84
club? Because West's signal with the
SOUTH
ten denies possession of the jack,
CATHY
4 K Q 102
and says that declarer therefore has
VAKQ
the jack. This is in keeping with an
I HAVEN'T HEARD FROM
HE DESPERATE TO SEE
?? (
SORRY, CATtI47
NEED A SINGLE 1•10MA/C
• A8
age-old convention that stipulates
IRVING IN THREE YEARS!
/ME, BUT AFRAID A MAN
rrsi OUT Of
WIN??
WITH AN IMAGINATION,
*KJ 65
that when you signal for a lead with
WHY WOULD HE CALL??
MIGHT ANSWER AT HOIV1E . 1AN1 ??
PRACTICE.
AND I NEED ONE NOW! The bidding:
touching combinations such as Q-J,
WHY WOULD HE CALL niE AT DOES HE WANT InE BACK?
South West
North East
J-10, 10-9 or 9-8, you do so with the
MN OFFICE, NOT AT HOME?? COULD HE POSSIBL4 THINK
2 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
higher card.
I'D TAKE Him?? IS IT A
Opening lead-jack of diamonds.
PLOY ? A 611n16? A TRICK ..
Admittedly,East has to have his
WHY WOULD HE CALL'?
thinking cap on to arrive at the proper
When is a signal not a signal? It conclusion, but that merely points
isn't often that thisconundrum arises up why good defense is generally
during defensive play, but when it considered to be the most difficult
00
Itet.50
,
does, the solution may prove to be part of the game.
crucial.
REGEPTO
It is true that as the cards lie,
For a good example, take this West can simplify East's problem by
case where South is declarer at two signaling with the eight of hearts on
.VIerdoiddW
notrump and West leads the dia- the fourth round of diamonds in
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
mond jack. When it wins, he contin- order to induce a heart return. But a
ues
with the ten,forcing out the ace. good case can be made for the ten of
I €U Wick
U‘MRS I'M GoNNA E3E 16 IN A
,MAN,I AM G-ONNA
you HEPIR TriAT
Declarer then plays the K-Q of clubs discard because it gives valuFILL WE'LL NEED
OVER.FIS EiCON ASTHE FE-1.# PAYS,Lr2--THEN
13E,L/KE-'plus
k0061.12? WE'RE
IS A CAR
spades, both of which East wisely able information to partner which is
WEATHEK GETI) UKE
I CAN GO F0e.MV, Sceitkl AS I (2ETVIAT
GONNA
THIS- I VANN) BE
DNIVEKS LICENave.:
ducks, and another spade taken by otherwise not available to him. West
FINPF-g!
041jell
FREE /
the ace. East now cashes the K-Q of hopes that his ten signal will then
l'U- BE_I6•
diamonds, South discarding two enable East to find the winning reME Too• 1N 31)'E!
clubs as West follows suit once and turn.
Tomorrow: The philosophical approach
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CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

34 Ancient jars
36 Hitchcock
film
37 Verve
38 Letters on
the #4 phone
key
39 Alpine
cottage
42 Elizabeth 46 First-rate

1 You could
hear -drop
5 "Mad About

GARFIELD

-"
8

PLEASANT
DAY

Harsh
breathing

12 - qua non
13 High
mountain
14 - Jannings
15 Kitchen

0

(2 wds.)
47 A Gershwin
49 Lion's pride
50 Nora 51 Large tub
52 - Slaughter
53 Region
54 Opp. of

ending
16 Shea

kti
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MR. Fa.iMcee...
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PEANUTS
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DEAR ABBY

Tea years ago
and William Bryant of Murray
By The Associated Press
Calloway County High School
High School participated in the
Today is Tuesday, April 29, the 119th day of 1997 There are 246
Student David Brown is pictured
Kentucky Speech Festival at Unidays left in the year.
pushing for the finish line in the
versity of Kentucky. They were
Today's Highlight in History:
wheelchair race at Area One
all ranked superior. Miller ranked
Five years ago, on April 29, 1992, deadly rioting that claimed 54
Kentucky Special Olmpics
first place in Original Oratory
lives and caused $I billion in damage erupted in Los Angeles after a
Games at Stewart Stadium, Mur- and is eligible for
jury in Simi Valley acquitted four Los Angeles police officers of althe national
ray State University, on April 24. contest in June at
most all state charges in the videotaped beating of Rodney King.
Nashville,
The Rev. cr. Brasher was Tenn.
On this date:
speaker at a revival meeting at
In 1429, Joan of Arc entered the besieged city of Orleans to lead a
Barbara Brittain of Almo won
Grace Baptist Church, April
victory over the English.
first place in the History Test for
20-25, according to the Rev. R.J.
In 1861, Maryland's House of Delegates voted against seceding
Eighth Graders conducted by
Burpoc, pastor at Grace.
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of from the Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Collins
In 1862, New Orleans fell to Union forces during the Civil War.
Daughters of the American Revowere married 50 years April 27.
In 1916, the Easter Rising in Dublin collapsed as Irish nationalists
lution at Calloway County Public
Births reported include a girl to
Library. Mary Winter of Univer- surrendered to British authorities.
Rosanne and Paul Radke, a boy
In 1945, American soldiers liberated the Dachau concentration
sity School won second place.
to Elizabeth and Joe Portillos, a
A feature story about Dr. camp; that same day, in a Berlin bunker, Adolf Hitler married Eva
girl to Donna and Donald Greer,
Theodore Howard of Chicago, Braun and designated Admiral Karl Doenitz his successor.
and a boy to Loretta and Charles
In 1946, 28 former Japanese leaders were indicted as war criminals.
Ill., who was visiting here in
Frizzell, April 24.
In 1974, President Nixon announced he was releasing edited tranMurray is published. The story
Twenty years ago
scripts of secretly made White House tape recordings related to the
was written by Staff Writer Lee
Kevin A. Bowen, Rt. 2, MurWatergate scandal.
Smith.
ray, Calloway County High
In 1983, Harold Washington was sworn in as the first black mayor
School senior, has been granted a
Forty years ago
of Chicago.
four-year scholarship to attend
James C. Barnett of Murray is
Ten years ago: Ronnie DeSillers, a 7-year-old with liver problems
Rose-Hulman Institute of Tech- among 30 new troopers as part of
whose story brought support from thousands of Americans, including
nology at Terre Haute, Ind., by a newly inaugurated program to
President Reagan, died at a Pittsburgh hospital while awaiting a fourth
the National Merit Scholarship increase the state police force at
transplant.
Corp. Bowen is valedictorian of Kentucky State Police School at
Five years ago: Exxon executive Sidney Reso was kidnapped outthe 1977 class at CCHS.
Frankfort.
side his Morris Township, N.J., home by Arthur Seale, a former ExMrs. Carlos Owens, missionary
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
xon security official, and Scale's wife, Irene; Reso died in captivity.
to East Africa for 20 years, spoke Thomas Nesbitt near Mason's
One year ago: Former CIA Director William Colby was missing afat a meeting of the Blood River Chapel Methodist Church was deter an apparent boating accident in Maryland; his body was later
Baptist Association WMU quar- stroyed by fire on April 27.
recovered.
terly meeting held April 25 at
Larry Suiter, Jimmy ThompToday's Birthdays: Actress Celeste Holm is 78. Musician Danny
West Fork Baptist Church.
son, Ralph Oliver, Bobby MeaDavis (The Nashville Brass) is 72. Rhythm-and-blues singer Carl
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Hoffman dor, Charles Byers and Preston
Gardner (The Coasters) is 69. Singer-musician Lonnie Donegan is 66.
will be married 50 years May 2. Barrett are newly elected officers
Poet Rod McKuen is 64. Actor Keith Baxter is 64. Conductor Zubin
Births reported include a girl to of Murray Training School ChapMehta is 61. Actor Lane Smith is 61. Country singer Duane Allen
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Verioy ter of Future Farmers of America. (The Oak Ridge
Boys) is 54. Singer Tommy James is 50. Comedian
Clayton, April 1.
Barbara Davis and Charles
Jerry Seinfeld is 43. Actress Kate Mulgrew is 42. Actress Michelle
Thirty years ago
Chilcuu were married March 16, Pfeiffer is 40. Actor Daniel
Day-Lewis is 40. Actress Eve Plumb
Dan Miller, Barbara Brunner
1957, at Corinth, Miss.
"The Brad Bunch" is 39. Rock musician Phil King (Lush) is 37.
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ocean

2 "Devil's Own"
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My son was born
with epilepsy after a particularly difficult delivery,. For the past 19 years, he
has been on Dilantin to prevent
seizures. Recently. his doctor
increased the dose because the boy is
growing so fast and the medicine is
prescribed according to body weight.
However, we now have to deal with
increased nervousness, depression
and disorientation. Why do doctors
prescribe drugs that do more harm
than good?
DEAR READER: Seizures are dangerous. Most prescription drugs have
unpleasant side effects. It is the physician's responsibility to balance this
benefit/risk ratio.
For this reason, doctors usually
monitor the drugs' effects. Dilantin,
for instance, is a wonderful anti-convulsant medication, but can be toxic
(causing the very symptoms your son
is experiencing) if given in too large a
quantity. Also, some children react
better to other anti-convulsants, of
which there are many.
Your son's doctor should obtain a
blood Dilantin level. If the value is
high, the dose should be immediately
lowered, lithe level is within the therapeutic range, the doctor may want to
change drugs entirely. Your son
should not have to suffer from the
side effects of the Dilantin: there,are
other choices available.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Epilepsy: The Falling
Sickness." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is a "caval
filter"? I've had blood clots in my legs,
and my doctor wants to use one.
DEAR READER: Thrombophlebitis
(blood clots) in the legs causes
swelling and pain. The disorder is customarily treated with anticoagulant
medication and elastic support hose.
The danger caused by thrombophlebitis in the deep veins of the
legs is significant.
Without warning, pieces of the clot
can break off and be carried in the
venous circulation to the lungs (pulmonary' embolism), leading to chest
pain, breathlessness, cough, bloodspitting, and - in many instances death. Therefore, doctors take this
disorder very seriously.
Although most episodes of thrombophlebitis can be successfully treated using the method I mentioned -and recurrences are unusual - some
patients develop repeated attacks. Or
the medication may not be effective.
Or, for one reason or another (such as
a history of bleeding peptic ulcer), a
patient may not be able to take anticoagulant drugs.
In these instances, physicians con•
sider a caval filter. Designed somewhat like a sieve, the device is surgically inserted into the inferior vena
cava, the major vein leading from the
lower body to the heart The filter's
mesh traps errant blood clots, thereby
preventing them from reaching the
lungs In many cases, the filter is lifesaving.
I don't know whether you are a candidate for a caval filter. This decision
is best left to your family doctor, in
consultation with an appropriate surgical specialist.
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Party hats, party plates
— if it has "party" in
front of it, it's here.
For less.
Everything you need
to have fun
and save

Ncriue

onsol`t

20%

1 Large 1-Topping Pizza
Add 2 Toppings For Only $1
Plus Tax - Deep Dish Extra

Balloon's and
other great stuff for
Graduation, Mother's Day,
Memorial Day & for all your
other Summer Fun Events!

Carryout Or Delivery
Vale a panispeling locations. Not good with any atm cilia Prices may very
Customer pays salsa tax stare appaable Our dress wry Wes than $20 cash.
011.0VOry irelli Illneed to ensure sae Meng.Our dean are not penalltexi to isis
delve's' •1$96 Domes Pizza. Inc. Emirs': 6,1617

41413P:421 11441

Patio

Pktik

Ikativa4

Large One
Topping Pizza

vO%

Baigkels

Candies

Bel-Air Center • 759-0200

luinA
6hots
Glamour
f,,s17,0„
University Plaza
Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky

Birthdav Partiel
RI Bpeolal
Yollr Child

(p
For You & Up To 9 Of
Your Co-Workers Or
Friends
Register To NW I F111111
Portrait Party
Call 1-800-GLAMOUR
Or Fax 802-675-3078
Taw Marna, Phone Masabar, Business Nano
Ts Mandan: W1114-PORTY

ft.GCe

Party,
Party,
Party
For Adults
or Kids
Whatever The Occasion
Call Us & Check Out
Our Group Party Rates

Have Your Child's Birthday Party At

McDonald's!
All the great fun is packaged in one
very special price!

40.99

See the manager for details.

(502) 527-2924
Benton
(502) 753-5548
Murray

•

Super Medium
Value
2 Medium Pizzas With
2 Toppings On Each.
Deep Dish Extra.
Carryour Or Delivery
Vaal at parlicpating bxationa. Not good *4th any other otter. Prices may vary.
Customer pays sakes tax where amiable. at drivers carry less than $20 cash.
Deltvery areas limited to saws sale driving. Ow drivers we not penalized for ate
deliveries ® 1908 Dominos Pizza. Inc. Expires: 5/18+97

753-6656

Contemporary,
classical, jazz, country
or rock — we're just your
style. Call us today
for the best in DJ's at
your next party!

•

117 S. 12th St.

753-3030

SoundWave
Productions

Everyday Special
All Movies

Mobile Entertainment

READMORE

7594770

3 1.50
for
Kueo For 2 Days

BOOK-S-CARD

Special Somethings
For That Special
Someone
•
Cards • Collectibles • Books
Party Decorations • Balloon Bouquets
•

Chestnut Hills • Murray
759-9758

•
•

$4.09
Lunch Only Special
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

-1 Small Single Topping Pizza
-1 Can Of Cok•
OR
-1 Ordor Of Wings And Breadsticks
-1 Can 01 Cok•
Carryout Or Delivery
Valid ai participating locations Not good with any other otter Prices 'ray vary
Customs( pan sates tax when applabie Our drhIOIS Miry less than $20 cash
Delivery areas limited to ensure sae drhring Ow dress are nos Piwagizad fOr L•••
deivenes * ton Dominos Ptzza. Inc. Eaarsa 511&27

117 S. 12th St.
N

753-3030
•

Paglials
Phone
753-2975
Parties
Of All Types
Available Daily

